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ABSTRACT

Author: Lustres, Eduardo. MA
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: The Acquisition of Obligatory and Variable Subjunctive Mood Selection in Temporal and
Concessive Clauses in Heritage and L2 Spanish
Major Professor: Alejandro Cuza-Blanco
The current study examines the acquisition of the obligatory and variable subjunctive mood
selection in epistemic adverbial clauses by L2 learners and heritage speakers (HSs) of Spanish.
The acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive shows significant variability among both L2 learners
(e.g., Borgonovo, Bruhn de Garavito, & Prévost, 2008; Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009) and heritage
speakers of Spanish (e.g., Potowski, Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009). Several studies comparing
L2 learners and heritage speakers show that heritage speakers outperform L2 learners at low and
intermediate levels (e.g., Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011). Some studies claim that differences between
HSs and L2 learners can be explained because they exhibit different levels of exposure to Spanish
at home during childhood (e.g., Mikulski, 2010) and in a classroom setting (e.g., Montrul &
Perpiñán, 2011). Regarding the type of selection, some researchers have argued interface
vulnerability effects in the acquisition of variable subjunctive selection in both L2 learners (e.g.,
Massery & Fuentes, 2014) and heritage speakers (e.g., Montrul, 2007, 2009). A limitation of these
studies is that they have compared obligatory selection in deontic modal bases vs. variable
selection in epistemic modal bases. Perez-Cortes (2016) examined subjunctive selection within the
deontic modality and found no differences between obligatory and variable selection. No previous
work, however, has examined the acquisition of variable and obligatory epistemic predicates by
HSs.

x
The present study covers this gap in the literature by examining present subjunctive (PRES
SUB) and imperfect subjunctive (IMP SUB) in (a) temporal adverbial clauses with cuando
(‘when’) and antes de que (‘before’), and (b) concessive adverbial clauses with aunque
(‘although’) and aun a riesgo de que (‘even at the risk of’). Twenty HSs of Spanish (n=20; age
range 16-22; M=19.3; SD=1.5), twenty English-speaking L2 learners (n=20; age range 18-22;
M=19.65; SD=1.09) and twenty controls from Guanajuato, Mexico control group (n=20; age range
18-28; M=21.0; SD=2.3) completed a sentence completion task (SCT) (e.g., Cuza & López Otero,
2016), an acceptability judgment task (AJT) (e.g., Perez-Cortes, 2016), a forced preference task
(FPT) (e.g., Cuza & Frank, 2014; Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009), a language background questionnaire
(e.g., Cuza, 2013) and a modified version of the DELE proficiency test (e.g., Cuza, Pérez-Leroux
& Sánchez, 2013; Montrul & Slabakova, 2003). Results from the SCT, the AJT and the FPT
showed that overall the two experimental groups were outperformed by the control group across
all conditions. The L2 group was outperformed by the HSs group in the SCT and in the
grammatical sentences of the AJT. When it comes to differences between different types of
selection, no significant differences were found between obligatory and variable selection of the
subjunctive mood. Results are discussed in terms of age of effects (e.g., Curtiss, 1989; Lenneberg,
1967; Johnson & Newport, 1989) and vulnerability at the syntax-semantics interface (e.g., Sorace,
2000; Sorace & Filiaci, 2006).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive has been reported to be particularly challenging for
heritage speakers (HSs) and second language (L2) learners. Research shows lack of target
knowledge of aspectual and morphological subjunctive selection in Spanish. L2 learners exhibit
difficulties mastering mood selection in Spanish (e.g., Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009), but native-likeness
is possible at advanced levels (e.g., Borgonovo, Bruhn de Garavito, & Prévost, 2008). In
comparison to monolingual speakers, heritage speakers often exhibit reduced tense systems due to
their lower use of and exposure to Spanish (e.g., Silva-Corvalán, 2014). Several studies comparing
L2 learners and heritage speakers show that heritage speakers outperform L2 learners at low and
intermediate levels (e.g., Mikulski, 2010; Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011; Potowski, Jegerski, &
Morgan-Short, 2009). Some studies claim that differences between HSs and L2 learners can be
explained because they exhibit different levels of exposure to Spanish at home during childhood
(e.g., Mikulski, 2010) and in a classroom setting (e.g., Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011).
Subjunctive mood selection with certain complementizers (e.g. temporal clauses with
cuando ‘when’) is variable and allows the use of both indicative and subjunctive, whereas with
other complementizers (e.g., temporal clauses with antes de que ‘before’) mood selection is
obligatory and only allows the use of SUB (e.g., García-Fernández, 1999; Pérez Saldanya, 1999).
Regarding the type of subjunctive selection (obligatory vs. variable), some researchers have argued
interface vulnerability effects in the acquisition of variable subjunctive selection in both L2
learners (e.g., Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008) and HSs (e.g., Montrul, 2007, 2009). A
limitation of these studies is that they have compared obligatory selection in deontic modal bases
vs. variable selection in epistemic modal bases. However, Perez-Cortes (2016) examined
subjunctive selection within the deontic modality and found no differences between obligatory and
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variable selection. No previous work, however, has examined the acquisition of variable and
obligatory epistemic predicates by HSs. We cover this gap in the literature by examining present
subjunctive (PRES SUB) and imperfect subjunctive (IMP SUB) in (a) temporal adverbial clauses
with cuando (‘when’) and antes de que (‘before’), and in (b) concessive adverbial clauses with
aunque (‘although’) and aun a riesgo de que (‘even at the risk of’).
The goals of the current study are the following: (a) to analyze the production of variable
and obligatory subjunctive mood selection by HSs and L2 learners in two types of epistemic bases
(e.g., Chung & Timberlake, 1985): temporal and concessive clauses; and (b) to investigate existing
similarities and differences between HSs, L2 learners and native speakers of Spanish. If differences
are found between HSs and L2 learners, the present study aims to examine if they can be explained
in terms of the type of structure (obligatory vs. variable) and age-related effects (e.g. Johnson &
Newport, 1989). Regarding the age of exposure to Spanish, it was expected that the controls and
the HSs would have an advantage over the L2 learners given that the L2 learners in this study were
late bilinguals exposed to Spanish after puberty (e.g., Curtiss, 1989; Lenneberg, 1967; Johnson &
Newport, 1989). As for the type of selection, some authors (e.g., Massery & Fuentes, 2014;
Montrul, 2007, 2009) following the principles of the Interface Hypothesis (e.g., Sorace, 2000;
Sorace & Filiaci, 2006) argued that obligatory selection is easier to acquire than variable selection
because variable selection is at the syntax-semantics interface. These authors, however, compared
structures that belong to different semantic modalities. Perez-Cortes (2016) analyzed obligatory
and variable mood selection in deontic predicates among HSs and L2 learners and no significant
differences were found between obligatory and variable selection within the deontic modality. As
found by Perez-Cortes (2016) for the deontic modality, it was expected that no significant
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differences would be found between obligatory and variable selection within the epistemic
modality.
In order to answer these questions, twenty HSs of Spanish (n=20; age range 16-22;
M=19.3; SD=1.5), twenty English-speaking L2 learners (n=20; age range 18-22; M=19.65;
SD=1.09) and twenty controls from Guanajuato, Mexico control group (n=20; age range 18-28;
M=21.0; SD=2.3) completed a sentence completion task (SCT) (e.g., Cuza & López Otero, 2016),
an acceptability judgment task (AJT) (e.g., Perez-Cortes, 2016) and a forced preference task (FPT)
(e.g., Cuza & Frank, 2014; Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009). Participants also completed a language
background questionnaire (e.g., Cuza, 2013) and a modified version of the DELE proficiency test
(e.g., Cuza, Pérez-Leroux & Sánchez, 2013; Montrul & Slabakova, 2003). The HSs obtained a
mean score in the DELE test of 41/50 (M = 41/50; SD = 4.65; score range 35-47) whereas the L2
learners obtained a mean score of 38/50 (M = 38/50, SD = 5.23; score range 31-49).
Regarding differences between groups, the results from the SCT, the AJT and the FPT
showed that overall the two experimental groups were outperformed by the control group across
all conditions. The L2 group was outperformed by the HSs group in the SCT and in the
grammatical sentences of the AJT. The HSs and the L2 learners gave two types of non-target
responses: non-target mood and non-target tense. Therefore, the two experimental groups showed
a lack of sensitivity to the aspectual features of the subjunctive mood as well as morphological
deficits. When it comes to differences between different types of selection, no significant
differences were found between obligatory and variable selection of the subjunctive mood. Results
are discussed in terms of age of effects (e.g., Curtiss, 1989; Lenneberg, 1967; Johnson & Newport,
1989) and vulnerability at the syntax-semantics interface (e.g., Sorace, 2000; Sorace & Filiaci,
2006).
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The present study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the sematic and syntactic
properties of the Spanish subjunctive. Chapter 3 discusses previous research on the acquisition of
the Spanish subjunctive and presents overview on the issue of bilingual acquisition. The chapter
is closed by the research questions and hypotheses of the present study. Chapter 4 describes the
participants, the methodology and the results of the study. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the results
in relation to the hypotheses posed in Chapter 3 and provides a theoretical explanation to the
findings of the study.
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC PROPERTIES OF THE
SPANISH SUBJUNCTIVE

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I provide an overview of the subjunctive mood in Spanish. In section 2.2, I establish
a distinction between mood and modality. In section 2.3, I present the semantic and morphological
properties of the Spanish subjunctive. Finally, in section 2.4, the Spanish subjunctive is described
syntactically and lexically.
2.2 Mood and modality
Modality is a semantic notion that determines the context and conditions in which a proposition is
evaluated (Palmer, 2001). It is a semantic domain that covers a range of meanings -jussive,
obligative, desiderative, hypothetical, dubitative, exclamative, etc.- which are added or overlaid to
the neutral semantic evaluation of the proposition of an utterance, namely declarative and factual
(Bybee & Fleischman, 1995).
Mood, on the other hand, is one of the morphological devices that conveys the expression
of modality (e.g., Comrie, 1976; Palmer, 2001). The semantic notion of modality can be
linguistically expressed with a variety of mechanisms (e.g., Bybee & Fleischman, 1995; Palmer,
2001). There are two ways in which languages can express grammatically the semantic notion of
modality: modal systems and mood (Palmer, 2001). An example of modal systems would be modal
verbs, whereas mood is grammatically expressed with verb inflection (subjunctive and indicative).
From a typologically perspective, there is variation in the ways in which languages deal
with the grammatical expression of modality. These two types of mechanisms that can express
modality (modal systems and mood) are not mutually exclusive within a single language (e.g.,
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Bybee & Fleischman, 1995; Palmer, 2001). There are reasons, however to suggest that modal
systems and mood are not likely to co-exist and that, if they do, one will replace the other (Palmer,
2001).
In English, the appearance of modal verbs has been accompanied by the disappearance of
the subjunctive mood (e.g., Lightfoot, 1979; Palmer, 1979, 2001). English has present forms to
express a demand (1a) or a necessity (1b), and a past form in counterfactual clauses (1c)
(Zandvoort, 1965). However, except for the expression of counterfactual if clauses, these forms
have almost disappeared. Modal verbs (1d and 1e) are the preferred mechanisms to express
modality in English.
(1)

a. I demand he leave now!
b. It is necessary that he leave this room immediately!
c. If I were you, I would leave as soon as possible.
d. You must leave this place and never come back again.
e. If you think I should leave, then I will do it.

Spanish can express modality with both modal systems and mood. For instance, in (2a) the
deontic modality (volition) is expressed by the subjunctive mood of the verb vayas in the
subordinate clause. In (2b) the deontic modality (obligation) is expressed by the semantic meaning
of the main verb debo, a modal verb. Moreover, mood and modal systems can appear together in
Spanish. In (2c) the deontic modality (volition) is expressed by both the subjunctive mood of the
subordinate clause verb compres and by the semantic meaning of the main verb quiere.
(2)

a. Andrea dice que vayas (PRES SUB) al mercado.
‘Andrea says that she wants you to go to the market.’
b. En ese caso debo ir al mercado ahora mismo.
‘In that case I have to go to the market right now.’
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c. Andrea quiere que compres (PRES SUB) pan y agua.
‘Andrea wants you to buy bread and water.’
In Spanish, the preferred mechanism to express modality is the mood alternation marked
by the indicative and subjunctive verb inflections. In the two following sections (sections 2.2 and
2.3), I describe the Spanish subjunctive semantically and syntactically.
2.2 Semantic properties of the Spanish subjunctive
In Spanish, modality can be expressed morphologically in the verbal inflection with the indicative
and subjunctive moods (e.g. Alarcos-Llorach, 1980; Bello & Cuervo, 1916; Gili Gaya, 1961). The
Spanish subjunctive is a morphosyntactic category encoded by formal semantic and syntactic
features in a functional category MoodP (Cinque, 1999). As with the Spanish indicative verbal
inflection, Spanish subjunctive verbal inflection distinguishes between present (3a), past (3b), and
future (3c) forms. However, it is important to notice that future subjunctive forms are almost
extinct in modern Spanish and are typically substituted with present subjunctive forms.
(3)

a. No creo que seas (PRES SUB) un aburrido.
b. ‘I don’t think that you are a boring person’
c. Pero no habrías venido a la fiesta aunque te invitara (IMP SUB).
d. ‘But you wouldn’t have come to the party even if I invited you’
e. Y no creo que vinieres (FUT SUB) / vengas (PRES SUB) a la próxima
fiesta.

Semantically, traditional approaches (e.g., Givon, 1994; Whitley, 1986) distinguish
between the realis mood (the indicative mood) used for factual statements and positive beliefs, and
the irrealis mood (the subjunctive mood) used for hypothetical situations and negative beliefs. In
other words, following the realis/irrealis distinction the use of indicative triggers a factual reading
[+factual] (i.e., consisting of facts), while the use of subjunctive triggers a non-factual reading [factual] (i.e., false or fictional). Following this semantic description, in (4a) the use of indicative
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would trigger a [+factual] reading, while in (4b) the use of subjunctive would trigger a [-factual]
reading. In other words, in (4a) the speaker has a specific person in mind, whereas in (4b) the
person is unknown.
(4)

a. Busco a una profesora que enseña (PRES IND) chino.
‘I’m looking for a teacher who teaches Chinese’
b. Busco una profesora que enseñe (PRES SUB) chino.
‘I’m looking for a teacher who would teach Chinese.

Since languages evaluate the factuality of events in different ways, some authors have
proposed that the subjunctive mood can appear in different modal bases (e.g., Chung &
Timberlake, 1985; Kratzer, 1981). Modal bases can be defined as common conversational
backgrounds shared by speakers when they evaluate a proposition (Kratzer, 1981). Kratzer (1981)
differentiates between epistemic modal bases (based on beliefs and evidence) and circumstantial
modal bases (based on facts). Chung & Timberlake (1985), on the other hand, propose three types
of modal bases: the deontic mode, the epistemic mode, and the epistemological mode. For the
present study, I use the category proposed by Chung & Timberlake (1985).
Following Chung & Timberlake (1985), an event can be actual (the event world is identical
to the actual world) or non-actual (the event world is not identical to the actual world). In the
deontic mode the evaluation of the proposition is dependent on the notions of permission,
necessity, and obligation, very closely related to directive speech acts. The deontic mode
characterizes an event as non-actual because in this mode the event is imposed by the speaker on
the addressee on a given situation and, therefore, there are a number of worlds that could develop
out of that world (e.g., the addressee can respond positively or negatively to a request). For
instance, volitional constructions with querer que (‘to want to’) (5a) and with decir que (‘to say
that’) (5b) belong to the deontic mode.
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(5)

a. Laura quiere que Ana compre (SUB) el pan.
(deontic mode, volition)
‘Laura wants Ana to buy the bread’
b. Laura dice que Ana compre (SUB) el pan.
(deontic mode, volition)
‘Laura says that Ana should buy the bread’

The epistemic mode characterizes the actuality of an event with respect to all possible
worlds and concern the factual status of the proposition (Chung & Timberlake, 1985). If the event
belongs to the actual world, is actual, whereas if it belongs to some possible world, it is possible.
For instance, temporal clauses with antes de que (‘before that’) (6a) and with cuando (‘when’)
(6b) belong to the epistemic mode.
(6)

a. Laura cocinará antes de que Miguel llegue (SUB).
(epistemic mode) [-factual]
‘Laura will cook before Miguel arrives’
b. Laura cocinará cuando Ana traiga (SUB) el pan.
(epistemic mode) [-factual]
‘Laura will cook once Ana brings the bread’

The epistemological mode also characterizes the actuality of an event with respect to all
possible worlds and concern the factual status of the proposition, but, additionally, it clearly
includes the speaker’s attitudes in the process of evaluation (Chung & Timberlake, 1985). The
event’s actuality may be dependent on the source in one of several ways (e.g., experience,
evidence, reported speech, or belief). For instance, predicates of doubt with dudar que (‘to doubt
that’) (7a) and with no creer que (‘not to think that’) (7b) belong to the epistemological mode.
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(7)

a. Laura duda que Julia termine (SUB) su plato.
(epistemological mode, opinon) [-factual]
‘Laura does not think that Julia will finish her food’
b. Laura no cree que Julia tenga (SUB) mucha hambre.
(epistemological mode, opinion [-factual]
‘Laura does not think that Julia will be very hungry’

To summarize, traditional approaches (e.g., Givon, 1994; Whitley, 2002) distinguish
between the realis mood (the indicative mood) used for factual statements and positive beliefs, and
the irrealis mood (the subjunctive mood) used for hypothetical situations and negative beliefs.
Moreover, since languages evaluate the factuality of events in different ways, some authors have
proposed that the subjunctive mood can appear in different modal bases (e.g., Chung &
Timberlake, 1985; Kratzer, 1981). Chung & Timberlake’s proposal (1985) includes three types of
modal bases: the deontic mode, the epistemic mode, and the epistemological mode. In the deontic
mode, the evaluation is dependent on the notions of permission, necessity, and obligation. The
epistemic mode, involves the evaluation of an event with respect to all possible worlds and concern
the factual status of the proposition. Finally, the epistemological mode also involves the evaluation
of an event with respect to all possible worlds and concern the factual status of the proposition,
but it includes speaker’s attitudes in the process of evaluation.
2.3 Syntactic properties of the Spanish subjunctive
From a syntactic perspective, although the Spanish subjunctive can appear in the matrix verb (8a),
it mainly appears in the subordinated verb of embedded clauses introduced by a complementizer
from the matrix clause, typically a subordinating conjunction (e.g., cuando ‘when’, que ‘that’) or
the matrix verb + the subordinating conjunction que (e.g., querer que ‘want to’) (García Fernández,
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1999; Pérez Saldanya, 1999). The Spanish subjunctive can appear in three types of subordinated
clauses: nominal clauses (8b), relative clauses (8c), and adverbial clauses (8d).
(8)

a. ¡Yo quisiera (SUB) tener un coche nuevo!
(matrix clause)
‘I would like to have a new car!’
b. Ana quiere que Luisa busque (SUB) un coche nuevo.
(subordinated clause, nominal clause)
‘Ana wants Luisa to find a new car.
c. Ana busca un coche que tenga (SUB) cuatro puertas.
(subordinated clause, relative clause)
‘Ana is looking for a car that has four doors’
d. Luisa avisará a Ana cuando encuentre (SUB) el coche correcto.
(subordinated clause, adverbial clause)
‘Luisa will tell Ana when she finds the right car ’

In (8a) the subjunctive form quisiera constitutes the verb of the matrix clause, whereas in
(8b, 8c, 8d) the subjunctive forms busque, tenga and encuentre constitute the subordinated verbs
of their respectives embedded clauses. Specifically, busque (8b) is selected by the verb of the main
clause quiero + the subordinated conjunction que and has a norminal function (direct object); tenga
(8c) is selected by the subordinated conjunction que and has an adjectival function with the noun
coche as antecedent; and encuentre (8d) is selected by the subordinated conjunction cuando and
has an adverbial function. Following a generative analysis (e.g., Di Tullio, 2005; Zagona, 2002),
nominal clauses like (8b) are analyzed as arguments, whereas adjectival clauses like (8c) and
adverbial clauses like (8d) are analyzed as adjuncts.
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Lexically, subjunctive mood selection with certain complementizers (e.g. temporal clauses
with cuando ‘when’) is variable and allows the use of both indicative and subjunctive, whereas
with other complementizers (e.g., temporal clauses with antes de que ‘before’) mood selection is
obligatory and only allows the use of subjunctive (e.g., García Fernández, 1999; Pérez Saldanya,
1999).
In variable constructions, the use of both indicative and subjunctive is grammatical. For
instance, the selection of subjunctive is variable in deontic predicates with decir que (‘to say that’)
(9a and 9b), epistemic temporal clauses with cuando (‘when’) (9c and 9d), and epistemological
predicates of doubt with creer que / no creer que (‘to think that / not to think that’) (9e and 9f).
(9)

a. Laura dice que Ana compre (SUB) pan.
(deontic mode, volition) [-factual]
‘Laura says that Ana should buy bread’
b. Laura dice que Ana compra (IND) pan.
(epistemic mode, assertion) [+factual, +habitual]
‘Laura says that Ana buys bread’
c. Laura cocinará cuando Ana traiga (SUB) el pan.
(epistemic mode) [-factual, -habitual]
‘Laura will cook once Ana brings the bread’
d. Laura cocina cuando Ana trae (IND) el pan.
(epistemic mode) [+factual, +habitual]
‘Laura will cook once Ana brings the bread’
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e. Laura no cree que Julia tenga (SUB) mucha hambre.
(epistemological mode) [-factual]
‘Laura does not think that Julia will be very hungry’
f. Laura cree que Julia tiene (IND) mucha hambre.
(epistemological mode) [+factual]
‘Laura does not think that Julia will be very hungry’
In variable contexts, the selection of subjunctive or indicative has semantic implications
(e.g., Sánchez-Naranjo, 2014). For instance, in (9a) the selection of subjunctive has a [-factual]
reading, expresses volition, and belongs to the deontic mode. If we compare with (9b), in this
example the selection of indicative not only changes the factuality of the reading to [+factual], it
also adds a [+habitual] reading, expresses assertion, and belongs to a different mode, the epistemic
mode. If we compare (9c) with (9d) and (9e) with (9f), the selection of subjunctive in (9c) and (9e)
has a [-factual] reading, whereas the selection of indicative in (9d) and (9f) has a [+factual] reading.
Moreover, the use of indicative in (9d) also adds a [+habitual] reading. In these two cases, the type
of mode -epistemic for (9c and 9d) and epistemological for (9e and 9f)- doesn’t change based on
the indicative/subjunctive mood selection.
In obligatory contexts, on the other hand, the use of subjunctive is always required and,
therefore, the use of indicative is ungrammatical. For instance, the use of subjunctive is obligatory
in volitional constructions with querer que (‘to want that’) (10a), temporal clauses with antes de
que (‘before that’) (b), and predicates of doubt with dudar que (‘to doubt that’) (10c).
(10)

a. Laura quiere que Ana compre (SUB) / *compra (IND) pan.
(deontic mode)
‘Laura wants Ana to buy bread’
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b. Laura cocinará antes de que Miguel llegue (SUB) / *llega (IND).
(epistemic mode)
‘Laura will cook before Miguel arrives’
c. Laura duda que Julia termine (SUB) / *termina (IND) su plato.
(epistemological mode)
‘Laura does not think that Julia will finish her food’
In adverbial clauses (i.e., temporal, concessive, and conditional), some subjunctive
constructions exhibit tense co-occurrence between the verb of the main clause and the embedded
verb (e.g., Zagona, 2002). Tense co-occurrence is present in obligatory and variable constructions.
In variable constructions, tense co-occurrence determines the use of indicative or subjunctive. For
instance, in temporal clauses with cuando ‘when’ and concessive clauses with aunque ‘although’
the use of preterit indicative (PRET IND) in the main clause requires the use of preterit indicative
in the embedded clause (11a and 11c), while the use of future indicative (FUT IND) in the main
clause requires the use of present subjunctive (PRES SUB) in the embedded clause (11b and 11d).
(11)

a. Pedro entró (PRET IND) en la oficina cuando su jefe llegó (PRET IND).
‘Pedro entered in the office when his boss arrived’
b. Pedro entrará (FUT IND) en la oficina cuando su jefe llegue (PRES SUB).
‘Pedro will enter in the office when his boss arrives’
c. Pedro fue (PRET IND) a la oficina aunque se durmió (PRET IND).
‘Pedro went to the office even though he felt asleep’
d. Pedro irá (FUT IND) a la oficina aunque se duerma (PRES SUB).
‘Pedro will go to the office even if he falls asleep’
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In obligatory constructions, tense co-occurrence determines the use of present subjunctive
or imperfect subjunctive (IMP SUB). For instance, in temporal clauses with antes de que ‘before’
and concessive clauses with aun a riesgo de que ‘even at the risk of’ the use of preterit indicative
in the main clause requires the use of preterit subjunctive in the embedded clause (12a and 12c),
while the use of future indicative in the main clause requires the use of present subjunctive in the
embedded clause (12b and 12d).
(12)

a. Andrea entró (PRET IND) en casa antes de que Laura llegara (IMP SUB).
‘Andrea entered home before Laura arrived’
b. Andrea entrará (FUT IND) en casa antes de que Laura llegue (PRES SUB).
‘Andrea will enter home before Laura arrives’
c. Andrea fue (PRET IND) a casa aun a riesgo de que Laura se enojara (IMP
SUB).
‘Andrea went home even at the risk of Laura getting angry’
d. Andrea irá (FUT IND) a casa aun a riesgo de que Laura se enoje (PRES
‘Andrea will enter home even at the risk of Laura getting angry’

To summarize, in Spanish, modality can be expressed morphologically in the verbal
inflection with the indicative and subjunctive moods. Syntactically, the Spanish subjunctive
appears mainly in subordinated clauses introduced by a complementizer from the matrix clause.
Lexically, subjunctive mood selection with certain complementizers is obligatory and only allows
the use of the subjunctive, whereas with other complementizers is variable and allows the use of
both indicative and subjunctive. In adverbial clauses introduced by a complementizer with variable
selection,

the

indicative/subjunctive

mood

selection

depends

on

semantic/pragmatic

considerations and on tense co-occurrence between the matrix verb and the subordinated verb.
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Specifically, when the matrix verb is preterit indicative, it requires preterit indicative in the
subordinated clause, whereas when the matrix verb is future indicative, it requires present
subjunctive in the subordinated clause. The following chapter discusses previous research
regarding the acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive mood selection in obligatory and variable
constructions in L1 speakers, L2 learners and heritage speakers of Spanish.
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CHAPTER 3. THE ACQUISITION OF THE SPANISH SUBJUNCTIVE IN
MONOLINGUAL AND BILINGUAL SPEAKERS

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I provide a general overview of the acquisition of the subjunctive mood in Spanish.
First, we present information on monolingual development (Section 3.2.1), followed by previous
research on the acquisition of subjunctive mood selection in L2 learners of Spanish (Section 3.2.2)
and in child and adult heritage speakers of Spanish (Section 3.2.3). Section 3.3 explains some
differences between monolingual development and bilingual acquisition, focusing on heritage
acquisition (Section 3.3.1) and L2 acquisition (Section 3.3.2). Finally, in section 3.4 I present my
research questions and hypotheses.
3.2 Previous studies on the acquisition of the subjunctive mood in Spanish
3.2.1 Monolingual development
The acquisition of the subjunctive mood in Spanish emerges early in monolingual children (e.g.,
Hernández-Pina, 1984; López Ornat, 1994). However, the full spectrum of uses of the subjunctive
takes years to be fully acquired (e.g., Blake, 1983; Pérez-Leroux, 1998). Research shows that the
acquisition of the subjunctive mood in Spanish is a staged process (e.g., Blake, 1983) dependent
on semantic development (e.g., Pérez-Leroux, 1998; Sánchez-Naranjo & Pérez-Leroux, 2010).
Several studies have documented the use of subjunctive structures in children at the age of
2;0 (e.g., Aguirre, 2000; Hernández-Pina, 1984; López Ornat, 1994). The emergence of the present
subjunctive in commands has been observed from 1;7 to 2;1 (López Ornat, 1994) and at 2;4
(Hernández-Pina, 1984). Subsequently, the present subjunctive emerges in adverbial clauses with
the temporal complementizer cuando (‘when’) at 2;5 and with the purposive complementizer para
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(‘so that, in order to’) at 2;6 (López Ornat, 1994). Afterwards, it appears in nominal clauses
required by volitive verbs at 2;11 (López Ornat, 1994). Although some subjunctive structures
emerge at an early age, the entire subjunctive system requires six or seven years to be fully acquired
(e.g., Blake, 1983; Pérez-Leroux, 1998; Sánchez-Naranjo & Pérez-Leroux, 2010). For instance,
the use of subjunctive in nominal clauses of doubt or attitude is not fully developed until around
age 10 (Blake, 1983).
Blake (1983) interviewed 134 children from México between the ages of 4;0 and 12;0. The
author used a picture-based sentence completion task to elicit subjunctive with commands,
assertions, attitudes, and doubts expressed in adjectival, nominal, and adverbial clauses. Overall,
children were more accurate with indirect commands (deontic modality) and with relative and
adverbial clauses (epistemic modality), but they presented more difficulties with predicates of
doubt, assertion, and attitude (epistemological modality). Regarding the stages of acquisition,
commands, relatives and adverbial clauses were acquired by the age of five, but target performance
with doubts, assertions, and attitudes is not fully acquired until the age of seven
Pérez-Leroux (1998) explained the developmental stages of the subjunctive in terms of the
type of modal base (Chung & Timberlake, 1985). The author analyzed the acquisition of mood
selection in relative clauses by Spanish monolingual children. Specifically, the study focused on
the acquisition of the semantic distinctions between [+factual] and [-factual] events in epistemic
predicates. Twenty-two Spanish-speaking children between the ages of 3;5 and 6;11 completed an
elicited production task to test their ability to produce subjunctive in relative clauses. They also
completed a false belief task to test their capacity for understanding false beliefs. Results showed
that the ability to produce relative clauses in the subjunctive increases with age and with their
ability to detect false beliefs. These results show that the distinction between [-factual] and
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[+factual] functions in adjectival clauses (e.g., Busco un profesor que hable japonés ‘I’m looking
for a teacher who can speak Japanese’ vs. Busco un profesor que habla japonés ‘I’m looking for
a teacher who speaks Japanese’) emerge only once children can distinguish between belief and
reality. The author proposed that children initially map deontic functions and, once they begin to
distinguish between reality and belief, children assign epistemic functions. According to PérezLeroux, the deontic modality (i.e., volitionals: directives and desideratives) is acquired earlier
(around the age of 2;5), subsequently the epistemic modality (i.e., relative clauses and adverbials)
is mastered (between the ages of 4;0 and 4;5) and the epistemological modality (i.e., speaker’s
attitudes with verbs of opinion and doubt) is the last one to be acquired (up to the age of 7;0). The
author concluded that the acquisition of mood choice is dependent on semantic development.
Sánchez-Naranjo and Pérez-Leroux (2010) demonstrated that the acquisition of the
subjunctive mood in adverbial clauses is also gradual and dependent on semantic development.
The authors examined the acquisition of temporal clauses with cuando and with antes de que
among forty monolingual Spanish-speaking children from Colombia. The children were divided
in four groups of 10 participants each: three experimental groups composed by 3, 4 and 5-yearolds, and one control group of 10-year-olds. Results from this study show that the proportion of
target responses increases by age, and cuando clauses are acquired earlier than antes de que
clauses. With cuando clauses, the production of non-target responses decreased by age across the
three experimental groups, and the control group composed by 10-year-olds didn’t present a low
percentage of errors (5%). However, with antes de que clauses, the three experimental groups
exhibited a similar percentage of errors (80% - 95%), and even the control group exhibited
difficulties with the selection of the subjunctive mood (55% of target responses). These results
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suggest that children have an initial partial acquisition of the semantics of the subjunctive, but the
whole spectrum of meanings of the subjunctive emerges gradually in different selectional contexts.
In summary, the acquisition of the subjunctive system is a gradual process. The literature
in L1 acquisition shows that children produce subjunctive forms from an early age (e.g.,
Hernández-Pina, 1984; López Ornat, 1994), but the entire subjunctive system requires years to be
mastered (e.g., Blake, 1983; Pérez-Leroux, 1998; Sánchez-Naranjo & Pérez-Leroux, 2010). The
subjunctive system is acquired in gradual stages (Blake, 1983) and depends on semantic
development (Pérez-Leroux, 1998). The deontic modality is acquired first, followed by the
epistemic modality and, finally, by the epistemological modality (Pérez-Leroux, 1998). Moreover,
within the same modality, different selection contexts are acquired at different paces (SánchezNaranjo & Pérez-Leroux, 2010).
3.2.2 L2 acquisition
As in L1 acquisition, research shows that L2 learners also acquire the subjunctive system in
different stages (e.g., Collentine, 1995, 1997; Pereira, 1996; Terrell, Baycroft & Terrone, 1987;
Stokes, 1988). However, in contrast to monolingual speakers, research with L2 learners shows
difficulty in mastering subjunctive mood selection in Spanish (e.g., Borgonovo, Bruhn de
Garavito, & Prévost, 2008; Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014;
Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009). Some authors have explained these difficulties on the basis of
vulnerability of optional subjunctive selection in opposition to obligatory subjunctive selection.
(e.g., Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014). L2 learners follow
similar patterns in the acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive as those found in monolingual
children (e.g., Collentine, 1995, 1997; Pereira, 1996; Terrell, Baycroft & Terrone, 1987; Stokes,
1988). Overall, these studies revealed that in early stages of acquisition the use of the subjunctive
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among L2 learners is more frequently found in indirect commands with querer que (‘to want to’),
adverbial clauses with the temporal cuando (‘when’) and with the purposive para que (‘to that’),
structures that are also acquired early in L1 acquisition.
The literature shows that L2 leaners exhibit great difficulties in the acquisition of the
subjunctive system (e.g., Borgonovo, Bruhn de Garavito, & Prévost, 2008; Iverson, Kempchisky,
& Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014; Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009). Sánchez-Naranjo (2009)
examined the acquisition of the subjunctive in five types of adverbial clauses: (a) temporal clauses
with cuando, antes de que, and mientras, (b) concessive clauses with aunque, and (c) conditional
clauses with si. Specifically, this study examined the interpretations of L2 learners and claims that
the difficulties that L2 learners experience in the acquisition of adverbial adjuncts results from
transfer of syntactic and semantic properties from the L1 English. The author examined 20 native
Spanish speakers and 20 English-speaking L2 learners of Spanish and compared their grammatical
knowledge. Participants completed a lexical decision task to examine their proficiency level in
Spanish and were classified as highly proficient speakers. Both the controls and the L2 learners
completed a Preference task with three options: a sentence with the indicative, a sentence with the
subjunctive, and no preference. Subjects had to select one of these choices according to a preamble.
Overall, the L2 learners were outperformed by the native speakers across all conditions. The L2
learners showed significant differences from the native speakers in the production of antes de que,
aunque, and mientras clauses, but not in the production of cuando clauses. The results indicated
that even advanced L2 learners had difficulties with subjunctive adjuncts. The author explained
due to the influence of their L1 on their L2. According to the author, those features absent from
the L1 give rise to greater difficulties in L2 form-meaning mappings of mood selection.
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Borgonovo, Bruhn de Garavito, & Prévost (2008) examined whether adult L2 learners can
acquire native-likeness in the use of relative clauses. Twenty-seven French-speaking L2 learners
of Spanish and nineteen native speakers of Spanish completed a proficiency test, an
appropriateness judgment task, and a sentence combination felicity task. The L2 learners were
divided into? two groups based on their results on the proficiency test: intermediate learners and
advanced learners. Overall, results from the two tasks showed that the intermediate learners were
not able to distinguish between the indicative and the subjunctive moods, whereas the advanced
learners behaved native-like. These results suggest that L2 learners can behave native-like in the
selection of the subjunctive mood.
Some studies have explained the variability experienced by L2 learners due to the
vulnerability of optional subjunctive selection in opposition to obligatory subjunctive selection
(e.g., Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014). Iverson, Kempchinsky
& Rothman (2008) examined the acquisition of obligatory deontic contexts and variable epistemic
contexts by intermediate and advanced L2 learners with a grammaticality judgment task. Results
showed differences between groups. Participants in the intermediate group exhibited more
difficulties with variable contexts than with obligatory contexts, while participants in the advanced
groups did not show significant differences between obligatory and variable contexts. Massery &
Fuentes (2014) examined mood selection in deontic, epistemic, and epistemological predicates
among L2 learners of Spanish. Participants completed a mood conjugation task. Deontic predicates
exhibited high scores, while epistemic and epistemological predicates yielded low scores. The
authors claimed that these results supported Sorace’s hypothesis (e.g., Sorace, 2000; Sorace &
Filiaci, 2006). However, it is important to notice that these studies mixed in their analysis structures
that belonged to different modalities. Iverson, Kempchisky & Rothman (2008) and Massery &
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Fuentes (2014). The authors of these studies compared obligatory selection in deontic predicates
with variable selection in epistemic and epistemological predicates. Since these constructions are
semantically different (Chung & Timberlake, 1985), the differences that arise between obligatory
selection in deontic predicates and variable selection in epistemic and epistemological predicates
may stem from the semantic differences between modal bases.
To summarize, L2 learners acquire the subjunctive system gradually (e.g., Collentine,
1995, 1997; Pereira, 1996; Terrell, Baycroft & Terrone, 1987; Stokes, 1988) like monolinguals do.
The literature shows that L2 learners exhibit difficulties mastering mood selection in Spanish (e.g.,
Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009), but native-likeness is possible at advanced levels (e.g., Borgonovo,
Bruhn de Garavito, & Prévost, 2008). Variability among L2 learners has been explained by some
authors (e.g., Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014) based on the
type of subjunctive selection. Following the principles of the Interface Hypothesis (e.g., Sorace,
2000; Sorace & Filiaci, 2006), the authors claim that obligatory selection is easier to acquire than
variable selection because the later are at the syntax-semantics interface. However, these studies
exhibit limitations: they compared obligatory selection in deontic modal bases with variable
selection in epistemic and epistemological modal bases.
3.2.3 Heritage acquisition
When it comes to child bilingual acquisition, the literature shows that English-Spanish bilingual
children follow similar patterns in the acquisition of the subjunctive system to those exhibited by
monolingual children (e.g., Floyd, 1985; Silva-Corvalán, 2014). Bilingual children start acquiring
the Spanish subjunctive early and gradually. English-Spanish bilingual children follow early and
gradual patterns in the acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive similar to those found in Spanish
monolingual and in L2 learners (e.g., Floyd, 1985; Silva-Corvalán, 2014). Floyd (1985) showed
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that among Mexican-American children, volitives and direct commands are developed early.
Silva-Corvalán’s study (2014) documented uses of present subjunctive first in adverbial clauses
with cuando at 2;5, and subsequently in adverbial clauses with para and with nominal clauses
introduced by saying verbs at 2;11. Different tense forms are also acquired at different paces. The
present subjunctive emerges much earlier (2;8) than the imperfect subjunctive (5;10).
In comparison to monolingual development, previous studies have shown that, similar to
L2 learners, adult heritage speakers exhibit great difficulties in comparison to monolinguals (e.g.,
Mikulski, 2010; Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011; Potowski, Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009). As for
differences between L2 learners and heritage speakers, these studies demonstrate that adult
heritage speakers outperform L2 learners at low and intermediate levels, but at advanced stages
differences between heritage speakers and L2 learners seem to disappear.
Mikulski (2010) examined the ability that adult heritage speakers and L2 learners’ have to
recognize native-like and nonnative-like mood choice in volitional constructions. Thirty-two
heritage speakers and twenty-two L2 learners were administered four tasks: (1) a grammaticality
judgment task, (2) and editing task, (3) a multiple-choice cloze passage, and (4) a background
questionnaire. Results showed that HSs had significantly higher scores on the grammaticality
judgment task and on the editing task. According to the author, these results are reasonable given
that L1 monolinguals and most heritage speakers acquire the volitional subjunctive at an early age
trough home and community exposure to Spanish. These results show that exposure to Spanish
during early childhood at home and in the community play an important role in the acquisition of
the subjunctive system. Moreover, it highlights the differences in the level of exposure to Spanish
between L2 learners and heritage speakers.
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Potowski, Jegerski, & Morgan-Short (2009) compared the effects of Processing Instruction
(PI) and Traditional Instruction (TI) in the acquisition of the imperfect subjunctive by 127 heritage
speakers of Spanish and twenty-two English-speaking L2 learners. Participants completed a pretest, assisted to two PI or TI sessions (students were assigned randomly), and finally completed a
post-test. The pre-test and the post-test had the same conditions but different items. The two tests
consisted of three written instruments: (1) a sentence interpretation task, (2) a sentence production
task and (3) a grammaticality judgment task. Results across these three tasks show that in the pretest the heritage speakers outperformed the L2 learners, but in the post-test the L2 overcame the
heritage speakers. These results suggest that heritage speakers are significantly different from L2
learners. The authors explained these results due to the higher exposure of L2 learners to formal
Spanish in a classroom setting. L2 learners usually have received more years of formal education
in Spanish than heritage speakers and are more used to complete written activities. Therefore, these
results show the importance of including oral tasks when comparing L2 learners and heritage
speakers.
Montrul & Perpiñán (2011) examined the acquisition of tense, aspect and mood (TAM)
morphology by 60 heritage speakers of Spanish, 60 English-speaking L2 learners and 23 native
speakers of Spanish. Specifically, the authors analyzed the interpretation of the preterit / imperfect
contrast and the indicative/subjunctive contrast. Participants completed a proficiency test (DELE
test, maximum score of 50/50). As for the indicative/subjunctive contrast with cuando clauses, de
manera que clauses and relative clauses, results from a written morphology recognition task and a
morphology recognition task showed that, overall, in the low and intermediate levels the heritage
speakers outperformed the L2 learners, but in the advanced level no significant differences were
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found between the two groups. These results suggest that L2 learners can perform like heritage
speakers at advanced levels.
When it comes to the type of subjunctive selection, several studies have argued that
obligatory selection is easier to acquire than variable selection (e.g., Montrul, 2007, 2009;
Ocampo, 1990; Silva-Corvalán, 1994). These studies, however, are limited in that they compared
obligatory and variable selection from different modal bases. Perez-Cortes (2016), on the contrary,
compared obligatory and variable selection within the deontic modality and did not find significant
differences between obligatory and variable selection.
Ocampo (1990) and Silva-Corvalán (1994) conducted cross-generational studies to
document the process of simplification and loss of the subjunctive among heritage speakers living
in the United States. Ocampo (1990) analyzed the use of subjunctive of 9 Mexican Americans
living in Los Angeles. The participants were categorized intro three generations: 1) first-generation
speakers who immigrated after the age of eleven, 2) second-generation speakers who immigrated
before the age of six or were born in the US with at least one parent from the first-generation, 3)
third-generation speakers who were born in the US with at least one parent from the secondgeneration. The results showed that the use of subjunctive decreased gradually both in optional
and obligatory contexts as the generation increased. Silva-Corvalán (1994) examined three
generations of Mexican Americans living in Los Angeles. The author tested 18 syntactic and
semantic contexts for the subjunctive (e.g., volitional constructions with quiero que, purpose clases
with para que, temporal clauses with cuando, concessive clauses with aunque, etc.). In obligatory
contexts the subjunctive decreases from 93.8% in the first generation, to 74.2% in the second, and
52.5% in the third. In optional contexts the subjunctive falls from 30.9% to 23.5% and to 12.4%.
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Silva-Corvalán suggested that obligatory contexts are less affected than optional contexts in the
process of simplification and loss of the subjunctive.
Montrul (2007, 2009) examined obligatory and optional subjunctive selection in deontic,
epistemic and epistemological contexts. Both studies tested interpretation with a morphological
recognition exercise and comprehension with a sentence conjunction task. Additionally, the second
study examined production with an oral elicitation task. In both studies, heritage speakers showed
more difficulties with optional selection than with obligatory selection. Montrul accounted for
these results by arguing for the interface vulnerability of variable constructions. However, these
results present two limitations. First, not all the instruments tested all the conditions analyzed. The
morphological recognition task and the oral elicitation task tested obligatory deontic contexts
(e.g.., busco ‘I’m looking for’) and obligatory epistemological contexts (e.g., dudo que ‘I doubt
that’), while the sentence conjunction task tested variable epistemic contexts (e.g.., temporal
clauses with cuando, ‘when’ and relative clauses). Second, the author compared obligatory and
variable selection from different modal bases.
Perez-Cortes (2016) examined Spanish heritage speakers and L2 learners’ acquisition of
obligatory and variable subjunctive selection in deontic desideratives (i.e., Quiero que vengas ‘I
want you to come’ vs. Te digo que vengas ‘I tell you to come’) and indicative selection in reported
speech (i.e., Digo que vienes ‘I say that you come’). Unlike previous studies, this research focused
on deontic predicates instead of comparing structures that belonged to different modalities. After
controlling for the type of modality, the author did not find any differences between obligatory
and variable selection. These results suggest that the source of morphological optionality in the
heritage and L2 grammars does not stem from the obligatoriness of the selection (as argued by
Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014; and Montrul, 2007, 2009),
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but from the type of modality expressed by the predicate under evaluation. This study highlighted
the importance of testing obligatory and variable contexts within the same modal base.
In summary, heritage speakers often exhibit reduced tense systems in comparison to
monolinguals due to their lower use of and exposure to Spanish (Silva-Corvalán, 2014). Several
studies comparing L2 learners and heritage speakers show that heritage speakers outperform L2
learners in low and intermediate levels (e.g., Mikulski, 2010; Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011; Potowski,
Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009). These studies claim that HSs and L2 exhibit different levels of
exposure to Spanish at home and in the community during childhood (Mikulski, 2010) and in a
classroom setting (Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011). However, differences between L2 learners and
heritage speakers disappear in advanced levels (e.g., Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011; Potowski,
Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009). As for the type of selection of the Spanish subjunctive, some
authors have argued that obligatory contexts are easier to acquire than variable contexts (e.g.,
Montrul, 2007, 2009; Ocampo, 1990; Silva-Corvalán, 1994). However, these studies present a
clear limitation: they compared obligatory selection in deontic predicates with variable selection
in epistemic and epistemological predicates. Perez-Cortes, on the other hand, examined obligatory
and variable selection within the deontic modality and did not find any significant differences
between the two types of selection. This study highlighted the importance of examining obligatory
and variable mood selection within the same type of modality. However, the acquisition of
obligatory and variable mood selection in epistemic predicates remains underexplored in L2 and
heritage acquisition.
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3.3 Differences between monolingual development and bilingual acquisition
3.3.1 Monolingual development and bilingual acquisition
Bilingualism refers to knowledge and command of two or more languages (Montrul, 2008). There
are two common parameters to classify the types of bilingual individuals: age of acquisition and
sequence of acquisition. Depending on the age of acquisition, it is possible to distinguish between
early bilinguals, who were exposed to bilingualism before puberty, and late bilinguals, who were
exposed to bilingualism after puberty. Regarding the sequence of acquisition of their two
languages, early bilinguals can be simultaneous bilinguals, when the two languages were learned
simultaneously before the age of 3-4, or early sequential bilinguals, when the second language was
learned after the age of 4 but before puberty. Late bilingualism is always sequential.
The present study compares the grammars of heritage speakers and L2 learners with native
speakers of Spanish. For the purpose of this study, heritage speakers are defined as simultaneous
bilinguals or early sequential bilinguals exposed during childhood to a minority language in a
context where a majority language was also spoken (e.g., Montrul, 2008; Valdés, 2001). For the
heritage speakers, Spanish is their L1. L2 learners, on the other hand, are defined as late sequential
bilinguals who started learning Spanish after puberty.
3.3.2 Differences between monolingual development and heritage language acquisition
Linguistic approaches in heritage language acquisition study heritage languages as linguistic
systems that are integrated in the cognition of individual speakers. These approaches focus on
linguistic knowledge and representations elicited from production and comprehension data and
study phenomena such as the influence of the stages of child language development, the transfers
from the dominant language, and the variability of different linguistic domains in heritage
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grammars (Montrul, 2016, p. 158). Existing theories around the variability in heritage grammars
can be categorized in two main perspectives, heritage systems can be understood either as a result
of external factors or as a process developed by both external and internal factors.
The first perspective can be found in Montrul (e.g., 2002, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011),
Polinsky (e.g., 1997, 2006, 2011) and Rothman (e.g., 2007, 2009). These authors maintain that
heritage languages are simplified grammars caused by the disruption of the L1 due to input
variations. Two hypotheses derive from this perspective, the L1 incomplete acquisition hypothesis
and the L1 attrition hypothesis. The first hypothesis claims that a heritage system suffers attrition
when speakers with an L1 grammar fully acquired receive a big amount of L2 input that affects
their competence in the L1. The second hypothesis states that a heritage system is incomplete when
speakers in process of acquisition, that is, before puberty (from birth to 4 and/or from 4 to 13),
stop receiving enough input in the L1. As we can see, both hypotheses give an external explanation
based on input (either high L2 input influence in the case of L1 attrition or low L1 input before
puberty in the case of L1 incomplete acquisition) and both describe heritage systems as a result of
a process (it can be attrition or incomplete acquisition).
Putnam and Sánchez (2013) were critical with this perspective and offered several counterarguments. First, against its only focus in input. According to the authors, it’s difficult to determine
how much input is needed to fully acquire a language or if there is a final stage in language
acquisition, and even if there is a final stage the process of acquisition is different in every speaker.
In addition, low exposure to input is not the only source affecting language acquisition, its
transformation into intake for comprehension and the use of the developing grammar system for
production are also crucial. Second, the acquisition shouldn’t be viewed as an imperfect result, but
as a process where the heritage system is continuously developed by the cognitive processes of
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comprehension and production. This description of heritage language acquisition as a process
constitutes the baseline of a second perspective that can be found in Putnam and Sánchez (2013).
These authors argue that to acquire or maintain a language what is important is the frequency of
processing input for comprehension (decoding) and production (coding). Their explanation,
therefore, is both external and internal. When a heritage speaker is less exposed to lexical items of
the L1 and more exposed to items of the L2, certain functional features of the L1 are less activated
and they are replaced with functional features from the L2 which get associated with phonetic and
semantic features of the L1. Putnam and Sánchez call this process reassembly of features. The
difficulties mapping the reassembled features together explain, according to these authors, the
characteristics of heritage systems.
A linguistic factor that plays a key role in heritage acquisition according to these to
proposals is input. Heritage speakers often experience less exposure to input in their L1 Spanish
due to a situation of language contact with English and that may affect the development of their
L1 (Silva-Corvalán, 2014). In order to reach full linguistic proficiency in a first and/or second
language, it is necessary to receive a good amount of quality input (Montrul, 2016: pp. 117 – 125).
The quantity of input is related to the time and cumulative amount of exposure. Therefore, a
reduction on the exposure to and use of Spanish can lead to losing or weakening the command of
certain structures acquired at an early age, while other structures that are more complex and less
frequent in the adult input could be acquired later or not acquired at all, resulting in a more reduced
linguistic system (Silva-Corvalán, 1994, 2014).
However, it is important to point out that heritage languages are complex and multifaceted
phenomena studied by different approaches, and it is unlikely that any one of these theories can
account for all the facets of these language acquisition situations satisfactorily (Montrul, 2016, p.
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131). The linguistic approach allows us to explain a big part of the questions related to the
development of heritage languages as systems, the influence of input or the variation between
different competences. However, many other questions need to be answered with the help of
sociolinguistic theories. For instance, the influence of affective and attitudinal factors in heritage
language acquisition.
Sociolinguistic approaches to heritage language acquisition study how the sociocultural
environment determines social and attitudinal aspects of language learning and acculturation
(Montrul, 2016, p.148). Lynch (2003) presents several social factors that have a relationship with
heritage language maintenance: socioeconomic status, gender, social networks, language attitudes,
and motivation. In relation to the socioeconomic status, Mexican-Americans in Texas from a low
socioeconomic class seem to use Spanish for purposes of solidarity building (Sánchez, 1983),
while middle class speakers also maintain Spanish since they don’t see it as an obstacle to
economic success (Amastae, 1982). Research on gender shows that, also between MexicanAmericans in Texas, Spanish is more used among males as a symbol of masculine identity and
group solidarity (e.g., Klee, 1987, Solé, 1978). Speaker social networks have also a big influence
in language acquisition and use. The presence of Spanish monolinguals in speaker social networks
between Puerto Rican children of New York seems to have a positive influence on Spanish
maintenance among generations (Zentella, 1997). That would explain why some speakers of fourth
or third generation have more proficiency than other speakers of third or second generation (Lynch,
2003, p. 9). Finally, research on language attitudes shows that “positive attitudes toward the target
language equate with greater probability of success in learning” (Lynch, 2003, p. 9). Pérez-Leroux,
Cuza and Thomas (2011) studied parental attitudes and social use and found that two family
practices, “the proportion of parental conversation initiated in Spanish, and the degree of exposure
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outside the home (via school or social networks)” influence positively the language dominance of
the children in the heritage language (p. 169).
He (2010) mentions the same factors as Lynch (2003) but also includes some other
sociocultural variables such as the length of residence, demographics, familism, literacy level,
cultural values, identity issues, and patterns of language use. According to He, these variables have
a strong influence in heritage language maintenance since “The very notion of heritage language
is a sociocultural one insofar as it is defined in terms of a group of people who speak it” (He, 2010:
p. 68). Some of these factors have been studied by Oriyama (2011) and Geisherik (2004).
Oriyama’s study on Japanese-English bilingual children in Sydney concluded that to maintain
heritage language literacy factors such as the sociocultural context, the presence of a wide
community, and formal schooling are very influential. Meanwhile, Geisherik pointed out the role
of motivation in both heritage speakers and L2 learners of Russian. The results of her study showed
that heritage speakers had a stronger motivation than L2 learners and their orientation was more
integrative than instrumental in comparison to L2 learners (Oriyama, 2004: p. 19).
In order to find complete answers to the questions that surround heritage languages, it is
necessary to use linguistic and sociolinguistic theories in a complementary way. A recent example
of a complementary use of linguistic and sociolinguistic approaches can be found in Cuza and
Pérez-Tattam (2016), a study that examined the development of gender assignment, agreement and
noun-adjective word order in child heritage speakers. The authors followed Putnam and Sánchez’s
(2013) reassembly model to explain the morphosyntactic differences that heritage speakers
showed. However, the results of the study didn’t show significant differences by age with nounadjective agreement, but they did show a strong correlation with a sociolinguistic factor, the
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language spoken to the father. In this study, the authors adopt a holistic perspective by combining
the two approaches in their study.
3.3.3 Differences between L1 acquisition and L2 acquisition
Three main differences can be found between first and second acquisition: age of exposure, degree
of success and knowledge of a previous language (Montrul, 2004: p. 20). A fundamental difference
between first and second language acquisition is the age of exposure. From a biological or
maturational perspective, some authors proposed the Critical Period Hypothesis. The Critical
Period Hypothesis (e.g., Curtiss, 1989; Johnson & Newport, 1989; Lenneberg, 1967) was proposed
under the principles of Neuroplasticity. At an early age, specific brain functions become
increasingly associated with specific areas of the brain and, during this process, some functions
will turn on and turn off at specific points during age maturation. This theory accounts for the loss
of brain plasticity and predicts difficulties in different phenomena like the acquisition of language
or the acquisition of social and motor skills after a certain age without being exposed to them.
Following these principles, the Critical Period Hypothesis states that the ability to acquire native
proficiency in a language is related to the initial age of exposure.
The strong version of the Critical Period Hypothesis (e.g., Lenneberg, 1967) claims that
the ability to learn a first language is lost if it is not activated during the critical period of learning,
from age 2 until 13. After that period, learning a language is impossible. The followers of the weak
version of the Critical Period Hypothesis (e.g., Curtiss, 1989) claim that younger learners will do
better than older learners. Older learners will develop an incomplete grammar, significantly
different to the monolingual grammar. In both cases, native-like attainment would be impossible
in L2 acquisition according to these authors. According to Johnson & Newport (1989), native-like
attainment of an L2 is inherently or biologically impaired due to brain maturation after puberty.
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However, the literature on age effects is divided. There is no discussion that there are age effects:
children are better learners and outperform adults in most cases. There is discussion, however,
related to the source and the scope of age effects. As for the cut-off point, age 6 seems to be the
cut-off point for phonology (e.g., Oyama, 1978), while age 15 seems to be the cut-off point for
morpho-syntax (e.g., Johnson & Newport, 1989).
The age of exposure is related to the degree of success. A fundamental difference between
L1 and L2 acquisition is the fact that full acquisition of the second language is not universal or
guaranteed in L2 acquisition. Although native-like attainment in many linguistic domains is
possible, is not a given and it is not equally possible for all linguistic areas. In order to explain
differential outcomes between L1 and L2 acquisition, researchers have been concerned with the
question of whether adult L2 learners have access to the same innate principles of universal
grammar as L1 acquirers. Both the strong version (e.g., Lenneberg, 1967) and the weak version
(e.g., Curtiss, 1989) of the Critical Period Hypothesis claim that native-like attainment is not
possible in L2 acquisition.
From a generative perspective, the question of final attainment in SLA has long been
debated (e.g. Bley-Vroman, 1990; Liceras, 1986; Flynn, 1987; Schwart & Sprouse, 1994, 1996).
Four main hypotheses should be mentioned in the current debate: The Fundamental Difference
Hypothesis (e.g. Bley-Vroman, 1990), the Partial Access / Full Transfer Hypothesis (e.g. Liceras,
1986), the Full Access / Partial Transfer Hypothesis (e.g. Flynn, 1987), and the Full Access / Full
Transfer Hypothesis (e.g. Schwart & Sprouse, 1994, 1996). For the Fundamental Difference
Hypothesis (e.g. Bley-Vroman, 1983, 1990), adult L2 learners have no longer access to the
universal grammar and, therefore, it is not possible for them to reset L1 settings to L2 settings.
Consequently, adult L2 grammars are less native-like morpho-syntactically and vary from
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individual to individual. For the Partial Access / Full Transfer Hypothesis (e.g. Liceras, 1986) and
the Full Access / Partial Transfer Hypothesis (e.g. Flynn, 1987) parameter resetting and, therefore,
native-likeness are partially possible. Finally, the Full Access / Full Transfer Hypothesis (e.g.
Schwartz & Sprouse, 1994, 1996) claims that all the principles and parameters of the L1 grammar
constitute the initial state of the new grammatical and this initial state must change resetting the
L1 parameters through the access to the universal grammar.
Another influential factor in L2 acquisition is the knowledge of a previous language. L2
learners often exhibit in their first language and/or in their second language cases of crosslinguistic influence (CLI) (e.g. Sharwood Smith, 1983; Sharwood Smith, & Kellerman, 1986;
Odlin, 1989), also called language transfer (e.g. Odlin, 2003). Language transfer refers to the
interaction of two different language systems in the mind of an individual speaker, which allows
the influence of the L1 in the L2 and, although less typically, the influence of non-native language
in the learner’s L2 (Sharwood Smith, 1983: 193). Previous research on transfer has documented
that language attrition is selective because it mainly affects syntax-discourse/pragmatics interfaces
(Sorace, 2000; Müller & Hulk, 2001; Tsimpli et al., 2004; Tsimpli & Sorace, 2006; Cuza, 2010).
In their 2006 study, Tsimpli and Sorace found that syntax-discourse structures cause more
problems than syntax-semantic structures at advanced stages of L2 development. This
phenomenon is known as the Interface Hypothesis and it reflects the formal distinction in
generative theory between interpretable features, that is, those contributing to meaning (e.g. tense
and aspect), and uninterpretable features which are purely morpho-syntactic (e.g. gender and
number agreement) (Chosmsky, 1995). Sorace (2000) provided evidence for the selectivity of
unmarked forms in language transfer among adult near-natives. The author analyzed the effects of
English as a near-native language in the native languages of Italian and Greek speakers. While
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Italian and Greek monolinguals use null subjects when the pronoun is not specified (e.g. Ha deciso
di fare una passeggiata, ‘has decided to do a walk’), Italian and Greek near-native speakers of
English overgeneralize overt pronouns (e.g. Lei ha deciso di fare una passeggiata, ‘She has decided
to do a walk’). The author argued that null subjects are the marked option in Italian and Greek,
whereas over subjects are unmarked. In attrition, null subjects are realized as overt because the
marked option is destabilized. Sorace argued that syntax-pragmatic interface structures
(interpretable) are more complex than narrow syntax structures (uninterpretable) and, therefore,
they are more vulnerable to language transfer.
3.4 Research questions and hypotheses
Previous studies reveal that the acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive takes years to be fully
acquired in monolingual development (e.g., Blake, 1983; Pérez-Leroux, 1998), child bilingual
acquisition (e.g., Floyd, 1985; Silva-Corvalán, 2014) and L2 acquisition (e.g., Collentine, 1997;
Pereira, 1996; Stokes, 1988; Terrell, Baycroft & Terrone, 1987). In contrast with monolingual
development, research shows that the acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive presents great
difficulties both for L2 learners (e.g., Borgonovo, Bruhn de Garavito, & Prévost, 2008; Iverson,
Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014; Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009) and for adult
heritage speakers (e.g., Mikulski, 2010; Montrul, 2007, 2009; Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011;
Potowski, Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009).
Monolingual development and bilingual acquisition present fundamental differences. In
comparison to monolinguals, heritage speakers often experience less exposure to input in their L1
Spanish due to a situation of language contact with English and that may affect the development
of their L1 (e.g., Silva-Corvalán, 2014). When comparing early bilingualism with late
bilingualism, some authors have claimed that heritage speakers, given their early exposure to
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Spanish, present an advantage over L2 learners (e.g., Curtiss, 1989; Lenneberg, 1967; Johnson &
Newport, 1989). As for the acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive, the literature shows that L2
learners exhibit difficulties mastering mood selection in Spanish (e.g., Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009),
but native-likeness is possible at advanced levels (e.g., Borgonovo, Bruhn de Garavito, & Prévost,
2008). In comparison to monolingual speakers, heritage speakers often exhibit reduced tense
systems due to their lower use of and exposure to Spanish (Silva-Corvalán, 2014). Several studies
comparing L2 learners and heritage speakers show that heritage speakers outperform L2 learners
in low and intermediate levels (e.g., Mikulski, 2010; Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011; Potowski,
Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009). These studies claim that heritage speakers and L2 learners
exhibit different levels of exposure to Spanish at home during childhood (e.g., Mikulski, 2010)
and in a classroom setting (e.g., Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011).
With regards to the type of selection of the Spanish subjunctive, some authors have argued
that obligatory contexts are easier to acquire than variable contexts both in L2 acquisition (e.g.,
Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014) and in heritage acquisition
(e.g., Montrul, 2007, 2009; Ocampo, 1990; Silva-Corvalán, 1994). Variability in the acquisition
of certain subjunctive constructions has been explained by some of these authors (e.g., Iverson,
Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014; Montrul, 2007, 2009) based on the
type of subjunctive selection. Following the principles of the Interface Hypothesis (e.g., Sorace,
2000; Sorace & Filiaci, 2006), these authors claimed that obligatory selection is easier to acquire
than variable selection because the later are at the syntax-semantics interface. However, a
limitation of these studies is that they have compared obligatory selection in deontic modal bases
vs. variable selection in epistemic modal bases. A recent study analyzing obligatory and optional
selection in deontic predicates among heritage speakers of Spanish (Perez-Cortes, 2016) didn´t
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find significant differences between obligatory and optional selection within the same type of
modal base. No previous work, however, has examined the acquisition of variable and obligatory
epistemic predicates by heritage speakers.
The present study covers this gap in the literature by examining present subjunctive and
imperfect subjunctive in (a) temporal adverbial clauses with cuando (‘when’) and antes de que
(‘before’), and (b) concessive adverbial clauses with aunque (‘although’) and aun a riesgo de que
(‘even at the risk of’).The goals of the current study are: (a) to analyze the production of variable
and obligatory subjunctive mood selection by heritage speakers and L2 learners in two types of
epistemic bases: temporal and concessive clauses; (b) to investigate existing similarities and
differences among heritage speakers, L2 learners and native speakers of Spanish. If differences are
found between between heritage speakers and L2 learners, this study aims to examine if they can
be explained in terms of the type of structure (obligatory vs. variable) and age-related effects.
Following previous research, I examine the extent to which L2 learners and HSs of Spanish have
target knowledge of obligatory and variable subjunctive mood selection in Spanish in two types
of epistemic predicates: temporal and concessive clauses. Specifically, I analyze existing
similarities and differences between HSs of Spanish and L2 learners. If differences are found, the
question then is whether these asymmetries can be explained in terms of the type of structure and
early exposure to Spanish. I pose the following research questions:
RQ1: What is the role of age of onset of bilingualism and early exposure in the
acquisition of the subjunctive mood selection?
RQ2: To what extent do heritage speakers and L2 learners acquire subjunctive
mood selection in temporal and concessive clauses?
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RQ3: What role does the type of subjunctive selection (variable selection vs.
obligatory selection) play in the acquisition process?
Based on previous research, it is expected that the heritage speakers and the L2 learners
will behave differently from the controls given that heritage speakers often experience less
exposure to input in their L1 Spanish due to a situation of language contact with English and that
may affect the development of their L1 (e.g., Silva-Corvalán, 2014) and L2 learners have been
exposed to Spanish later in their lives (e.g., Johnson & Newport, 1989). Second, it hypothesized
that the heritage speakers will outperform the L2 learners given their earlier exposure to Spanish
and the quantity and quality of input received across all the contexts (e.g., Johnson & Newport,
1989; Montrul, 2008). Third, it is expected that variable structures that base their mood alternations
on semantic and pragmatic constrains will not exhibit more difficulties than those obligatory
structures where mood is lexically selected when all the structures belong to the epistemic modality
(as found in Perez-Cortes, 2016 for the deontic modality). Specifically, I postulate the following
hypotheses:
H1: The heritage speakers and the L2 learners will show significant difficulties in
the production and interpretation of the subjunctive mood in temporal and
concessive clauses compared to monolingual speakers serving as a baseline.
Specifically, it is expected that both experimental groups will show difficulties with
target mood selection and target morphology.
H1a: Difficulties for the heritage speakers and the L2 learners will include
both morphological and aspectual errors.
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H2: The heritage speakers will show an advantage over the L2 learners in the
production and interpretation of the subjunctive mood in temporal and concessive
clauses given their earlier exposure to Spanish and the quantity and quality of input
received.
H3: No significant differences will be found between obligatory and variable
selection within the epistemic modality. Specifically: (a) variable selection in
cuando + present subjunctive clauses will not differ significantly from
obligatory selection in antes de que + present subjunctive clauses, and (b)
variable selection in aunque + present subjunctive clauses will not differ
significantly from obligatory selection in aun a riesgo de que + present
subjunctive clauses.
To investigate the above research questions and hypotheses 20 native speakers of Spanish,
20 L2 learners and 2nd generation heritage speakers of Spanish tested in their production and
interpretation of obligatory and variable selection in temporal and concessive clauses with a
sentence completion task, an acceptability judgment task and a forced preference task. The
following chapter explains the methods used for this study and presents the results obtained.
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CHAPTER 4. THE STUDY

4.1 Introduction
The current chapter describes the study, including participants, methods and results. Twenty
heritage speakers of Spanish and twenty English-speaking L2 learners participated in this study as
experimental groups. A group of twenty Spanish native speakers from Guanajuato (Mexico) served
as a control baseline. In section 4.2, are discussed the two experimental groups and the control
group considering linguistic and sociolinguistic factors based on the information reported by the
participants in a language background questionnaire and in their results in a language proficiency
test. In section 4.3 are presented the methods of the study. Participants completed the following
tasks: (1) a DELE proficiency test, (2) a language background questionnaire, (3) a sentence
completion task, (4) an acceptability judgment task and (5) a forced preference task. The structures
under analysis in the three tasks used are described in the subsection 4.3.1. The procedure followed
is explained in the subsection 4.3.2, and the three tasks used are described in the subsections 4.3.3,
4.3.4, and 4.3.5 respectively. Data analysis and coding are discussed in the subsection 4.3.6.
Finally, in 4.4 are explained the results for the sentence completion task (4.4.1), for the
acceptability judgment task (4.4.2) and for the forced preference task (4.4.3). A summary of the
results is presented in section 4.4.4.
4.2 Participants
A total of sixty (n=60) participants took part in the study: 20 heritage speakers (HS group) of
Spanish, 20 English-speaking L2 learners (L2 group), and 20 Spanish native speakers serving as a
control baseline (control group). Participants in the experimental group took a modified version of
the DELE test (e.g., Cuza, Pérez-Leroux & Sánchez, 2013; Montrul & Slabakova, 2003). All
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participants completed a language background questionnaire, which included questions about
personal information, education, length of stay in countries where Spanish is the majority language
and self-assessed language ability (e.g., Cuza, 2013).
The L2 learners (n=20; age range 18-22; M=19.65; SD=1.09) were undergraduate students
from a major research university in the American Midwest enrolled in Spanish courses (20/20).
They were all born and raised in the US, except one who was born in Switzerland and who came
to the US at the age of 2;0. English was the L1 of all the L2 learners. All of them had been exposed
to English from birth and to Spanish during middle school or high school. None of them studied
in a bilingual school. All of them reported feeling more comfortable speaking English than
Spanish. Almost all of them had two parents whose L1 was English, except for two who had one
parent whose L1 was other (1 Polish, 1 Italian). A 95% of the participants reported feeling more
comfortable speaking English and one of them reported being equally comfortable in both
languages. All of them had English as the language of instruction during primary school, high
school and college. Most of them reported having visited Spanish-speaking countries (Spain,
Mexico and Costa Rica). The majority of the participants (75%) had spent a period of 2 to 6 weeks
abroad and one of them had spent a period of one year living in Costa Rica. As for their patterns
of language use, English was reported to be the language used in every situation. At home, 95%
of them reported speaking ‘English only’ or ‘mostly English’ and 5% of them reported speaking
‘slightly more English’. At school, 80% of them reported speaking ‘only English’ or ‘mostly
English’ and 20% reported speaking ‘slightly more English’. In social situations, all of them
reported speaking ‘only English’ or ‘mostly English’. Their self-reported proficiency in English
was ‘excellent’ (4/4), and in Spanish between ‘adequate’ and ‘good’ (2.80/4). Their mean score in
the DELE test was 38 out of 50 (M = 38/50, SD = 5.23; score range 31-49).
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The HSs (n=20; age range 16-22; M=19.3; SD=1.5) were also undergraduate students from
a major research university in the American Midwest, most of them enrolled in courses of Spanish
as a heritage language (16/20). They were born and raised in the US except from four of them who
were born in Argentina (1/20), Puerto Rico (1/20) and Mexico (2/20) but came to the US before
the age of 5;0. All of them had been exposed to Spanish from birth and to English before the age
of 5;0. Almost all of them had two parents whose L1 was Spanish, except for one who had two
parent whose L1 was other (1 Czech, 1 English). 30% of the participants reported feeling more
comfortable speaking English, 5% reported feeling more comfortable speaking Spanish, and the
65% reported being equally comfortable in both languages. All of them had English as the
language of instruction during primary school, high school and college. Many of them had visited
Hispanic countries almost every year, and 50% reported visiting Mexico for 2-4 weeks every year
or almost every year. As for their patterns of language use, Spanish was reported to be the language
used at home and English the language used at school and in social situations. At home, 60% of
the HSs reported speaking ‘mostly Spanish’ or ‘slightly more Spanish’, 25% ‘equal English and
Spanish’, and 15% ‘slightly more English’. At school, 95% of them reported speaking ‘English
only’ or ‘mostly English’, and one participant reported speaking ‘equal English and Spanish’. In
social situations, all of them reported speaking ‘English only’ or ‘Mostly English’. On average,
their self-reported proficiency was between ‘good’ and ‘excellent’ in English (3.89/4), and
between ‘adequate’ and ‘good’ in Spanish (2.96/4). Their mean score in the DELE test was 41 out
of 50 (M = 41/50; SD = 4.65; score range 35-47).
The two experimental groups differed slightly in their proficiency level. In previous studies
(e.g., Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011; Montrul & Slabakova, 2003), participants with scores between
40 and 50 points were considered as advanced, those with scores between 30 and 39 points were
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considered as intermediate and those with scores between 0 and 29 points were considered as low
proficiency. The HS Group had a mean score of 41/50, ranging from 35 to 37. In terms of
proficiency, 9/20 participants of the HS Group were intermediate learners and 11/20 participants
were advanced learners. When it comes to the L2 learners, they had a mean score of 38/50, ranging
from 31 to 49. The majority of the L2 learners were within the intermediate proficiency range
(13/20) and the rest (7/20) were advanced speakers of Spanish. Overall, the HSs were advanced
and the L2 learners were intermediate. However, an independent sample T-Test showed no
significant differences between the two groups (t (38) = .190, p=.093).
The participants in the control group (n=20; age range 18-28; M=21.0; SD=2.3) were
native speakers of Spanish enrolled at a public university in Guanajuato (Mexico). All of them
were born and raised in Mexico. The majority of them (70%) were from Guanajuato and the rest
(30%) were from other areas (Ciudad de Mexico, Aguascalientes, Sonora, San Luis Potosí, Tijuana
and Tamaulipas). All of them had been exposed only to Spanish since birth and their parents were
native speakers of Spanish. All of them reported feeling more comfortable speaking Spanish and
had Spanish as language of instruction in primary school, high school and college. Almost all of
them reported using ‘Spanish only’ or ‘mostly Spanish’ at every situation. In terms of patterns of
language use, most of the participants reported using ‘Spanish only’ or ‘mostly Spanish’ at home
(100%), at school (95%) and in social situations (90%). Following standard methodology, a
monolingual group was included to observe potential morpho-syntactic shifts in both the contact
variety and the non-contact variety. It was decided to use monolinguals as a control group over
bilingual long-term immigrants.. It was aimed to having a baseline from which to observe potential
morphosyntactic shifts in the bilingual grammars. The control group participants reported to have
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little contact or no contact with English and were college students comparable with the HSs and
the L2 learners in our study.
Participants’ demographic information, their patterns of use, their dominance and their
proficiency are presented below in Table 1.
Table 1. Participants’ demographic information, language dominance and proficiency
L2 learners
(n=20)
Range 16-22;
M=19.3; SD=1.5

Heritage speakers
(n=20)
Range 18-22;
M=19.65; SD=1.09

Place of birth

US (20/20)

Age of arrival to the US

N/A

US (16/20), México (2/20),
Puerto Rico (1/20),
Argentina (1/20)
From birth (16/20), before
5;0 (4/20)

Age at testing

Language use
At school
More Eng
Equal Eng & Span
More Span
With friends
More Eng
Equal Eng & Span
More Span
At home
More Eng
Equal Eng & Span
More Span
More comfortable with
Eng
Both
Span
Self-reported proficiency
Eng
Span
Score in the DELE test

Controls
(n=20)
Range 18-28;
M=21.0;
SD=2.3
México
(20/20)
N/A

100% (20/20)
-

95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)
-

100% (20/20)

100% (20/20)
-

100% (20/20)
-

100% (20/20)

100% (20/20)
-

15% (3/20)
25% (5/20)
60% (12/20)

100% (20/20)

95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)
-

30% (6/20)
65% (13/20)
5% (1/20)

100% (20/20)

M=4/4
‘Excellent’
M=2.80/4
‘Adequate’
Range 31-49;
M = 38/50;
SD=5.23

M=3.98/4
‘Good’
M=2.96/4
‘Adequate’
Range 35-47;
M=41/50; SD=4.65

N/A
N/A
N/A
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4.3 Methods
All participants completed three tasks: a sentence completion task, an acceptability judgment task,
and a forced preference task. In the following sections, I explain the structures under examination,
the tasks, the analysis and procedures.
4.3.1 Structures under analysis
The sentence completion task, the acceptability judgment task, and the forced preference task
examined eight structures: (1) variable cuando ‘when’ clauses with preterit indicative, (2) variable
cuando ‘when’ clauses with present subjunctive, (3) obligatory antes de que ‘before’ clauses with
present subjunctive, (4) obligatory antes de que ‘before’ clauses with imperfect subjunctive, (5)
variable aunque ‘although, even if’ clauses with preterit indicative, (6) variable aunque ‘although,
even if’ clauses with present subjunctive, (7) obligatory aun a riesgo de que ‘even at the risk of’
clauses with present subjunctive and (8) obligatory aun a riesgo de que ‘even at the risk of’ clauses
with imperfect subjunctive. Table 2 displays the eight structures under analysis.
From these eight contexts analyzed, four contexts were obligatory contexts headed by a
complementizer which only allows the selection of subjunctive. These contexts show tense cooccurrence between the matrix verb and the embedded verb, but subjunctive must always be
selected. When the matrix verb is Preterit Indicative, it requires the use of Imperfect Subjunctive
in the subordinated verb. When the matrix verb is Future Indicative, it requires the use of Present
Subjunctive in the subordinated verb.
The other four contexts analyzed were variable contexts headed by a complementizer
which allows the selection of indicative or subjunctive. These contexts also show tense cooccurrence between the matrix verb and the embedded verb. Depending on the tense of the matrix
verb it will be required to select indicative or subjunctive in the subordinated verb. When the
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matrix verb is Preterit Indicative, it requires the use of Preterit Indicative in the subordinated verb.
When the matrix verb is Future Indicative, it requires the use of Present Subjunctive in the
subordinated verb.
Table 2. Contexts tested in the SCT, the FPT and the AJT

Variable
contexts
Co-occurrence
Matrix
Subordinated
verb
verb
Preterit
Preterit
IND
IND

Future
IND

Present
SUB

Obligatory
contexts
Co-occurrence
Matrix
Subordinated
verb
verb
Preterit
Imperfect
IND
SUB

Future
IND

Present
SUB

Temporal clauses

Concessive clauses

Complementizer
cuando
‘when’

Complementizer
aunque
‘although, even if’

Pedro entró a la oficina
cuando llegaste
‘Pedro entered to the
office when you arrived’
Pedro entrará a la
oficina cuando llegues
‘Pedro will enter to the
office when you arrive’

Paula suspendió el
examen aunque estudió
‘Paula failed the exam
although she studied’
Paula suspenderá el
examen aunque estudie
‘Paula will fail the exam
even if she studies’

Complementizer
antes de que
‘before’

Complementizer
aun a riesgo de que ‘even
at the risk of’

Pedro entrará a la
oficina antes de que
llegues
‘Pedro will enter to the
office before you arrive’
Pedro entró a la oficina
antes de que
llegaras
‘Pedro entered to the
office before you arrived’

Paula no estudiará aun a
riesgo de que suspenda
‘Paula will not study even
at the risk of failing’
Paula no estudió aun a
riesgo de que
suspendiera
‘Paula did not study even
at the risk of failing’
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4.3.2 Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a quiet laboratory setting. The researchers tested participants
individually. Six components were administered to the participants in the following order: (1)
consent form, (2) Spanish proficiency test, (3) language background questionnaire, (4) sentence
completion task, (5) acceptability judgment task and (6) forced preference task. The DELE test
and the language background questionnaire were paper and pencil tasks. Participants completed
the DELE test individually and then were assisted by the researcher in the completion of the
language background questionnaire. For the sentence completion task, the preference task and the
acceptability judgment task two sets (set A and set B) were created and items were randomized
and counterbalanced. Half of the participants received set A and the other half received set B.
4.3.3 Sentence completion task
In the sentence completion task (e.g., Cuza & López Otero, 2017), participants and the interviewer
were seated in front of a laptop with a PowerPoint presentation. Each item was presented visually
and aurally, and the task was conducted orally. The preamble was read by the interviewer and
participants were asked to complete sentence prompts orally by conjugating the infinitive form
between parenthesis. The sentence completion task (example 13 below) was specifically designed
to test the production of subjunctive mood selection. It had a total of 32 test items (4 test items x
8 conditions), 33 distractors and 2 training items. It consisted of a preamble and a prompt. The
question eliciting the response was ¿Qué sucede en la historia? (What happens in the story?). The
prompt consisted of a sentence with a blank space where the subjunctive should be selected.
Instead of the subjunctive form, there was an infinitive form set off by parenthesis. Participants
were asked to complete the sentence orally by conjugating the infinitive form provided between
parenthesis.
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(13)
Preamble: Mañana Carolina va a escalar una montaña muy peligrosa. Se puede
caer de la montaña y hacerse daño, pero ella no tiene miedo.
‘Tomorrow Carolina will climb a very dangerous mountain. She may fall from
the mountain and get injured, but she is not afraid.’
Question: ¿Qué sucede en la historia? ‘What happens in the story?’
Prompt: Carolina escalará la montaña aun a riesgo de que se _______ (caer)
‘Carolina will climb the mountain even at the risk of__________ (to fall)’
Target response: caiga (PRES SUB)
Non-target response: cae (PRES IND), *traer (INF)

In (13), the preamble describes a [-factual, -perfective] event in future tense. The sentence
from the prompt presents in the subordinate clause the verb caer ‘to fall’ in its infinitive form. The
subordinated clause is introduced by aun a riesgo de que ‘even at the risk of’, a complementizer
that requires the selection of subjunctive, and the matrix verb is conjugated in future indicative,
which requires present subjunctive in the subordinated clause. Therefore, the target response in
this example would be caiga (PRES SUB). Any other answer would be considered non-target.
Some examples of non-target responses could be: the use of an indicative form such as caerá (FUT
IND) or cae (PRES IND), the use of an infinitive form such as caer, or the use of subjunctive form
other than present subjunctive, for instance, the form cayera (IMP SUB). Therefore, participants
count with the help of a preamble with a [-factual, -perfective] reading and with a sentence in the
prompt that shows tense co-occurrence between the matrix clause and the subordinated clause.
These two elements should provide the participant with the necessary information to interpret that
the selection of the subjunctive mood is necessary.
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4.3.4 Acceptability judgment task
In the acceptability judgment task (e.g., Perez-Cortes, 2016), participants were asked to read a
preamble and then indicate whether the sentence provided below the preamble was (1)
completamente raro ‘completely odd’, (2) raro ‘Odd’, (3) ni bien ni mal ‘nor good nor bad’, (4)
bien ‘good’, or (5) completamente bien ‘completely good’. If the sentence was evaluated as
‘completely odd’ or “odd’, they were also required to indicate what part of the sentence was odd.
Participants did not have a time limit and they weren’t allowed to go back in the questionnaire to
modify previous items. An example of one grammatical item (14) and one ungrammatical test item
(15) used in the acceptability judgment task can be found below.
(14)
Preamble: Daniela y Fernanda se odian. Este sábado Daniela va a celebrar su boda.
Seguramente, Daniela no invitará a Fernanda, pero incluso si lo hace, Fernanda no irá a
la boda. ‘Daniela and Fernanda hate each other. This Saturday, Daniela will celebrate her
wedding. Most probably, Daniela won’t invite Fernanda. But, even if she does invite her,
Fernanda will not attend the wedding.’

Test item: Fernanda no irá a la boda, aunque Daniela la invite. ‘Fernanda will not
attend the wedding even if Daniela invites her.’ (PRES SUB)
1
Completamente raro

2
Raro

3
Ni raro ni bien

4
Bien

5
Completamente bien

‘Completely odd’

‘Odd’

‘More or less good’

‘Fine’

‘Completely fine’
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(15)
Preamble: Anita termina de almorzar y quiere ver la televisión, pero no ha
terminado sus tareas. Su papá le dice que primero tiene que limpiar los platos.
‘Anita finishes her lunch and she wants to watch TV, but she didn’t finish her
homework. Her father told her that she should first wash the dishes.’
Test item: Anita verá la televisión cuando limpia los platos. ‘Anita will watch TV
when she washes the dishes.’ *(PRES IND)
1
Completamente raro

2
Raro

3
Ni raro ni bien

4
Bien

5
Completamente bien

‘Completely odd’

‘Odd’

‘More or less good’

‘Fine’

‘Completely fine’

The test item (14) would be expected to be judged as ‘Fine’ or ‘Completely fine’. The item
(15), on the other hand, would be expected to be judged as ‘Odd’ or ‘Completely odd’, because
the [-factual, -perfective] reading of the preamble and the use of future indicative on the matrix
verb requires the selection of present subjunctive in the subordinate clause.
The acceptability judgment task was designed to test the participants’ acceptability of
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. It had a total of 64 test items (4 grammatical test items
+ 4 ungrammatical test items x 8 conditions), 36 distractors and 1 training item. The preambles
were the same than those used in the sentence completion task. Grammatical sentences had target
selection of tense and mood in the subordinate clause. Ungrammatical sentences had non-target
mood but presented target tense to make sure that participants were judging ungrammatical mood
selection. Table 3 provides examples of grammatical and ungrammatical sentences:
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Table 3. Grammatical and ungrammatical selection for the AJT

Variable
selection

Obligatory
selection

Grammatical
sentences
Pedro entró a la oficina cuando llegaste (PRET IND)
‘Pedro entered to the office when you arrived’
Pedro entrará a la oficina cuando llegues (PRES SUB)
‘Pedro will enter to the office when you arrive’
Pedro entrará a la oficina antes de que llegues (PRES
SUB)
‘Pedro will enter to the office before you arrive’
Pedro entró a la oficina antes de que
llegaras (IMP SUB)
‘Pedro entered to the office before you arrived’

Ungrammatical sentences
*Pedro entró a la oficina
cuando llegaras (IMP
SUB)
*Pedro entró a la oficina
cuando llegas (PRES IND)
*Pedro entrará a la oficina
antes de que llegas (PRES
IND)
*Pedro entrará a la oficina
antes de que llegaste
(PRET IND)

4.3.5 Forced preference task
The forced preference task (e.g., Cuza & Frank, 2014; Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009) was also a paper
and pencil task. It had a total of 32 test items (4 test items x 8 conditions) and 18 distractors. This
task was designed to test the interpretation of mood selection confronting grammatical selection
with ungrammatical selection. Participants were asked to read the preamble and to choose one of
the two sentences provided after the preamble. One of the sentences provided was target and the
other was non-target. Non-target sentences were the same as those found in the acceptability
judgment task (see Table 3). In 16 test items the target option appeared first and in the 16 resting
items the target option appeared in second place. As in the acceptability judgment task, there was
no time limit to complete this task, but participants were not allowed to go back to change previous
questions. A sample of one test item used in the forced preference task can be found in 16 below.
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(16)
Preamble: Antonio va a viajar a la jungla africana. Allí hay leones y se lo pueden
comer. Pero él es muy valiente y eso no le importa. ‘Antonio will travel to the
African jungle. There are lions in there and they can eat him, but he is very brave
and doesn’t care about it’.
Question: ¿Qué prefieres? ‘What do you prefer?’
Test items:
A. Antonio viajará a la jungla africana aun a riesgo de que los leones se lo coman.
‘Antonio will travel to the African jungle even at the risk of being eaten by the
lions.’ (PRES SUB)
B. Antonio viajará a la jungla africana aun a riesgo de que los leones se lo comen.
‘Antonio will travel to the African jungle even at the risk of being eaten by the
lions.’ *(PRES IND)
In (16) the preamble has a [-factual, -perfective] reading, the subordinate clause is
introduced by the complementizer aun a riesgo de que ‘even at the risk of’, which always requires
the use of subjunctive, and the verb of the matrix clause is conjugated in future indicative, which
requires the use of present subjunctive. Therefore, the target response would be (A).
4.3.6 Data analysis and coding
Responses from the sentence completion task were digitally recorded and then transcribed for
analysis. Results for the training items and the distractors were discarded in the analysis. Target
responses were coded as 1 and non-target responses were coded as 0. All dialectal and sociolectal
variants of subjunctive forms (such as haiga / haya) were considered target. For the forced
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preference task, target responses were also coded as 1 and non-target responses were coded as 0.
Results from the acceptability judgment task were coded from 1 to 5. Grammatical and
ungrammatical items were coded separately. For the acceptability judgment task, mean values
obtained by participant and by condition were used to conduct parametric tests. For sentence
completion task and for the forced preference task, mean values were obtained by participant and
by condition and transformed into arcsine values before conducting parametric tests to make the
data normally distributed.
A total of eight repeated measures ANOVA were conducted for the present study. Two
analyses for the sentence completion task, two for the grammatical sentences of the acceptability
judgment task, two for the ungrammatical sentences of the acceptability judgment task and two
for the forced preference task. The first of the two analyses compared the control group with the
two experimental groups and included group, condition and the interaction group-condition as
independent factors. The second analysis compared the HS group with the L2 group and included
group, condition and the interaction group-condition and proficiency as independent factors.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Sentence completion task
After tabulating the results, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with the participants’
arcsine transformed scores as the within subject factor (dependent factor) and group, condition and
the interaction group-condition as the between subject factors (independent factors). The factor
group had three levels (control group, L2 group and H2 group) and the factor condition had eight
levels. Results showed a significant main effect per group (F (2, 57) = 53.21, p<.0001) and per
condition (F (7, 399) = 26.86, p<.0001) and in the interaction group-condition (F (14, 399) = 5.53,
p<.0001). Since group, condition and the interaction group-condition were found to be significant,
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a series of post-hoc tests with Tukey adjustment comparing groups and conditions were conducted.
Tukey post-hoc independent t-tests measuring where the differences lie between groups showed
that the controls group showed significant differences from the L2 learners (t (57) = 10.31,
p<.0001) and the HSs (t (57) = 5.55, p<.0001). Results also showed significant differences between
the L2 learners and the HSs (t (57) = 4.75, p<.0001). This first analysis did not include proficiency
as an independent factor because the controls did not complete a proficiency test.
A second repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with the participants’ arcsine
transformed scores as the within subject factor (dependent factor) and group, condition, the
interaction group-condition and proficiency as the between subject factors (independent factors).
In this first analysis, the factor group had two levels (L2 group and HS group). Results showed a
significant main effect per group (F (1, 37) = 11.69, p=0.0015), per condition (F (7, 266) = 26.73,
p<.0001) and per proficiency (F (1, 37) = 9.55, p=0.0038). No significant main effect was found
in the interaction group-condition. The L2 learners and the HSs differed significantly from each
other (t (37) = 3.42, p= 0.0015). In what follows I discuss the results obtained by condition for the
temporal and concessive clauses. I present the group results by condition using Tukey post-hoc ttests and then discuss the individual data to have a better understanding of any existing differences
between groups and conditions. Finally, I present two qualitative analysis: an individual analysis
and an analysis of non-target responses.
4.4.1.1 Temporal clauses
In this section I discuss the results of the sentence completion task for the temporal clauses.
Overall, the HSs did better than the L2 learners and both groups were outperformed by the control
group. No differences were found between obligatory and variable selection. Results are shown in
Figure 1.
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ADQ + PRES SUB

ADQ + IMP SUB

Figure 1. SCT: Mean proportion of target indicative and subjunctive production across
conditions by group in temporal clauses
With regards to the selection of the IND mood in temporal clauses with cuando + PRET
IND, the HSs behaved target-like (99%) and the L2 learners exhibited some difficulties (81%).
The L2 learners differed significantly from controls (p=0.0118), whereas the HSs did not
(p=0.9668). The HSs did better than the L2 learners (99% vs. 81%), but this difference was not
statistically significant. As for the production of SUB temporal clauses, the HSs and the L2 learners
were outperformed by the controls across all conditions. Both the HSs and the L2 learners
exhibited difficulties with cuando + PRES SUB (68% / 31%), antes de que + PRES SUB (61% /
44%) and antes de que + IMP SUB (49% / 19%). The two experimental groups behaved
significantly differently from the control group. Both the HSs and the L2 learners were
significantly different from controls with cuando + PRES SUB (p<.0001 for both), antes de que +
PRES SUB (p<0.0001 for both) and antes de que + IMP SUB (p<0.0001 for both). When
comparing the experimental groups, the HSs did better than the L2 learners with cuando + PRES
SUB (31% vs. 658), antes de que + PRES SUB (44% vs. 61%) and antes de que + IMP SUB (19%
vs. 49%). The experimental groups differed significantly with cuando + PRES SUB (p=0.0033)
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and antes de que + IMP SUB (p=0.0335), but no statistical differences were found with antes de
que + PRES SUB.
Looking at the type of condition, no differences were found between obligatory and
variable selection, neither between present subjunctive and imperfect subjunctive. Overall, no
significant differences were found between variable cuando + PRES SUB and obligatory antes de
que + PRES SUB (p=1.0000). The HSs had less difficulties with variable cuando + PRES SUB
than with obligatory antes de que + PRES SUB (68% vs. 61%). On the contrary, the L2 learners
had less difficulties with obligatory than with variable selection (31% vs. 44%). However,
obligatory and variable selection did not differ significantly within these groups. This applies for
obligatory and variable selection among the HSs (p= 0.9711) and among the L2 learners
(p=0.8699). When comparing the selection of present subjunctive with the selection of imperfect
subjunctive, no significant differences were found between antes de que + PRES SUB and antes
de que + IMP SUB (p=0.1695). The HSs exhibited similar rates with antes de que + PRES SUB
and with antes de que + IMP SUB (61% ~ 49%). The L2 learners had more difficulties with antes
de que + IMP SUB than with antes de que + PRES SUB (19% vs. 44%), but these differences
were not statistically significant neither for the HSs (p=0.9411) nor for the L2 learners (p=0.1723).
In order to observe if the group differences were supported at the individual level, an
individual analysis of the experimental groups was conducted. As represented in the group results,
the two experimental groups differed from the control group, and the HSs outperformed the L2
learners. See Table 4 below:
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Table 4. SCT: Distribution of participants in temporal clauses

Group
Range
L2
High
(n=20)
Mid
HS
(n=20)
C
(n=20)

Low
High
Mid
Low
High
Mid
Low

#items

cuando +
preterite
indicative
%participants

cuando +
present
subjunctive
%participants

ADQ +
present
subjunctive
%participants

ADQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
%participants

3-4

75% (15/20)

20% (4/20)

35% (7/20)

10% (2/20)

2
0-1
3-4
2
0-1
3-4
2
0-1

20% (4/20)
5% (1/20)
100% (20/20)

15% (3/20)
65% (13/20)
70% (14/20)
10% (2/20)
20% (4/20)
100% (20/20)

15% (3/20)
50% (10/20)
65% (13/20)

5% (1/20)
85% (17/20)
45% (9/20)
10% (2/20)
45% (9/20)
100% (20/20)

100% (20/20)

35% (7/20)
100% (20/20)

The controls did not have any difficulties with any condition, all of them (100%) were on
the high range across all temporal conditions. The L2 learners and the HSs, on the other hand,
differed from the control group almost across all conditions. With variable cuando, the HSs were
target-like and outperformed the L2 learners. In cuando + PRET IND clauses, 75% of the learners
were in the high range vs. all the HSs (100%). The difference between the two experimental groups
increased in cuando + PRES SUB clauses. In this condition, most of the L2 learners (65%) were
in the low range, whereas most of the HSs (70%) were in the high range. In antes de que clauses,
the HSs still outperformed the L2 learners, however, the difference between the two experimental
groups decreased. With antes de que + PRES SUB, half of the L2 learners were in the low range
(50%) vs. a third of the HSs (35%). Most of the HSs were in the high range (65%) vs. a third of
the L2 learners (35%). With antes de que + IMP SUB, almost all the L2 learners were in the low
range (85%), whereas half of the HSs were in the low range (45%) and the other half were in the
high range (45%). Finally, with antes de que + IMP SUB, 85% of the L2 learners were in the low
range vs. 45% of the HSs. A 45% of the HSs were still in the high range. The individual analysis
confirms the results from the statistical analysis.
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With regards to obligatory and variable selection, almost no differences were found among
the HSs and the L2 learners. With variable cuando + PRES SUB clauses, 65% of the L2 learners
were in the low range vs. 50% with obligatory antes de que + PRES SUB. Most of the HSs were
in the high range both with variable cuando + PRES SUB (70%) and with obligatory antes de que
+ PRES SUB (65%). When comparing the selection of present subjunctive with imperfect
subjunctive, only the L2 learners presented differences. The 85% of the L2 learners were in the
low range with antes de que + IMP SUB clauses vs. a 65% with antes de que + PRES SUB clauses.
Subsequently, non-target responses were classified qualitatively. The number of non-target
responses out of the total number of responses is presented in Table 5 below:
Table 5. SCT: Number of non-target responses across conditions in temporal clauses.

Mood
IND

SUB

Tense
PRES
PRET
IMP
PERF
PLU
FUT
COND
PRES
IMP

cuando +
preterite
indicative
Group
L2
HS
9/80
1/80
1/80
2/80
1/80

cuando +
present
subjunctive
Group
L2
HS
34/80 22/80
13/80
2/80
1/80
3/80

ADQ +
present
subjunctive
Group
L2
HS
14/80
30/80
17/80
1/80
2/80
4/80

ADQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
Group
L2
HS
11/80
4/80
34/80
41/80
2/80
3/80
3/80

4/80
3/80
3/80

5/80

1/80
19/80

1/80

2/80

5/80

1/80

4/80

(INF)

Two types of non-target selection were found: non-target mood, that is, uses of nonrequired IND forms, and non-target tense, that is, uses of non-required subjunctive forms. The
non-target mood category included cases of non-target IND forms such as present (PRES), future
(FUT), preterit (PRET), imperfect (IMP), conditional (COND), preterit perfect (PERF) and
pluperfect forms (PLU). The non-target tense category included cases of non-target SUB forms
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such as imperfect subjunctive (IMP) and present subjunctive forms (PRES) forms. Results from
Table 5 show that the most common cases of non-target responses with temporal clauses were
cases of non-target mood. Both the L2 learners and the HSs overextended present indicative in
cuando + PRES SUB and antes de que + PRES SUB clauses, and both groups also overextended
preterit indicative in antes de que + IMP SUB clauses. The L2 learners also showed cases of nontarget tense: they overextended present subjunctive in antes de que + IMP SUB clauses.
To summarize, in the production of target subjunctive in temporal clauses the HSs and the
L2 learners behaved significantly different from the control group across all conditions. The HSs
and the L2 learners behaved significantly differently with cuando + PRES SUB clauses and antes
de que + IMP SUB. Moreover, no significant differences were found between variable cuando +
PRES SUB clauses and obligatory antes de que + PRES SUB clauses. No significant differences
were found between the selection of present subjunctive and the selection of imperfect subjunctive.
These results were confirmed by an individual analysis. Finally, a qualitative analysis showed that
most of the non-target responses were cases of non-target mood, but there were also cases of nontarget tense. The L2 learners and the HSs overextended present indicative in cuando + PRES SUB
and antes de que + PRES SUB clauses, and preterit indicative in antes de que + IMP SUB clauses.
The L2 learners also produced some cases of non-target tense in antes de que + IMP SUB clauses.
4.4.1.2 Concessive clauses
In this section, I discuss the results of the sentence completion task for the concessive clauses.
Overall, the HSs outperformed the L2 learners. The two experimental groups were outperformed
by the control group. As for the type of structure, no significant differences were found between
obligatory and variable selection. This is represented in Figure 2 below:
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Figure 2. SCT: Mean proportion of target indicative and subjunctive production across
conditions by group in concessive clauses

In the selection of the IND mood in concessive clauses, the HSs did better than the L2
learners. With aunque + PRET IND, the HSs performed similar to the control group (95% - 93%)
while L2 learners presented some difficulties (68%). The L2 learners showed significant
differences from the controls (p=0.0110) and from the HSs (p=0.0121). As for the selection of the
SUB mood in concessive clauses, the two experimental groups were outperformed by controls
across all conditions. Both the HSs and the L2 learners were significantly different from the control
group in the production of aunque + PRES SUB (p<.0001 for both), aun a riesgo de que + PRES
SUB (p<.0001 for both) and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB (p= 0.0009 and p<.0001
respectively). Unexpectedly, the control group presented difficulties selecting the imperfect
subjunctive with aun a riesgo de que (75%). When comparing the two experimental groups, the
HSs had a bigger advantage over the L2 learners selecting the SUB mood vs. the IND mood in
concessive clauses. The L2 learners were outperformed by the HSs with aunque + PRES SUB
(23% vs. 59%), aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB (25% vs. 53%) and aun a riesgo de que + IMP
SUB (20% vs. 40%). The two experimental groups showed significant differences in the
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production of the present subjunctive in aunque (p= 0.0026) and aun a riesgo de que clauses
(p=0.0247). In the production of imperfect subjunctive in aun a riesgo de que clauses, however,
the differences between the two experimental groups were not significant.
Looking at the type of condition, no differences were found between obligatory and
variable selection, but significant differences were found between the selection of present
subjunctive and imperfect subjunctive. Overall, no significant differences were found between
variable aunque + PRES SUB and obligatory aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB (p=07416). The
HSs performed similarly in variable aunque + PRES SUB and in obligatory aun a riesgo de que +
PRES SUB (59% vs. 53%). Similar results can be found among the L2 learners (23% vs. 25%).
Neither the L2 learners nor the HSs exhibited significant differences selecting the SUB in variable
vs. obligatory contexts (p= 0.5363 and p= 0.6799 respectively). When comparing the selection of
present subjunctive with the selection of imperfect subjunctive, significant differences were found
between aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB (p=0.0105). Both
the HSs and the L2 learners exhibited similar rates with antes de que + PRES SUB and with antes
de que + IMP SUB. These differences were not significant. However, with aun a riesgo de que
clauses, the controls produced a 100% of target present subjunctive vs. a 75% of imperfect
subjunctive. Within the control group, these differences were statistically significant (p=0.0094).
Results from an individual analysis (see Table 6) on the production of concessive clauses
provide a deeper insight of the group differences. The individual analysis is consistent with the
statistical results. Most of the controls were in the high range across all conditions. The controls
only exhibited some difficulties with aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB. In this condition, a 20% of
the controls were in the low range and a 5% in the midrange.
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Table 6. SCT: Distribution of participants in concessive clauses

Group
L2
(n=20)
HS
(n=20)
C
(n=20)

Range
High

#items
3-4

Mid
Low
High
Mid
Low
High
Mid
Low

2
0-1
3-4
2
0-1
3-4
2
0-1

aunque +
preterite
indicative
%participants
60% (12/20)

aunque +
present
subjunctive
%participants
10% (2/20)

AARDQ +
present
subjunctive
%participants
15% (3/20)

AARDQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
%participants
10% (2/20)

15% (3/20)
25% (5/20)
95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)

20% (4/20)
70% (14/20)
70% (14/20)
5% (1/20)
25% (5/20)
100% (20/20)

10% (2/20)
75% (15/20)
50% (10/20)
10% (2/20)
40% (8/20)
100% (20/20)

15% (3/20)
75% (14/20)
40% (8/20)
10% (2/20)
50% (10/20)
75% (15/20)
5% (1/20)
20% (4/20)

95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)

When comparing the two experimental groups, the HSs outperformed the L2 learners
across all conditions. With aunque + PRET IND, individual results showed that 60% of the L2
learners were in the high range vs. all the HSs (100%). As for SUB clauses, most of the L2 learners
(70% - 75%) were in the low range across the three SUB conditions examined. The HS, on the
other hand, were mostly in the high range with aunque + PRES SUB clauses (70%). With aun a
riesgo de que + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB, approximately half of the HSs
were in the high range, and the other half were on the low range.
With regards to obligatory and variable selection, no big differences were found among the
L2 learners. More HSs, on the other hand, were in the low range with obligatory aun a riesgo de
que + PRES SUB than with variable aunque + PRES SUB (40% vs. 25%). When comparing the
selection of present subjunctive with the selection of imperfect subjunctive with aun a riesgo de
que clauses, no differences were found within the L2 group and the HS group. More participants
in the control group, however, were in the high range when selecting present subjunctive (100%)
vs. imperfect subjunctive (75%).
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Finally, in Table 7 below are presented the number of non-target responses out of the total
number of responses per condition by group (40).
Table 7. SCT: Number of non-target responses across conditions in concessive clauses

Mood
IND

SUB

Tense
PRES
PRET
IMP
PERF
PLU
FUT
COND
PRES
IMP

aunque +
preterite
indicative
Group
L2
HS
5/80
1/80
11/80

2/80
10/80

(INF)

2/80
1/80

aunque +
present
subjunctive
Group
L2
HS
25/80 16/80
17/80
7/80
5/80
2/80
1/80

AARDQ +
present
subjunctive
Group
L2
HS
24/80 26/80
14/80
5/80
2/80

5/80
1/80

8/80
2/80

10/80

4/80
1/80

9/80
1/80

AARDQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
Group
L2
HS
C
12/80
7/80
13/80
3/80
10/80 11/80 4/80

4/80

3/80

1/80
1/80
24/80
7/80

18/80

16/80

1/80

In concessive clauses, non-target morphology was the most common non-target response
in aunque + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses, but participants also showed
high rates of non-target tense in aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB clauses. Both the L2 learners and
the HSs overextended present indicative in aunque + PRES SUB and in aun a riesgo de que +
PRES SUB clauses, and imperfect indicative in aun a riesgo de que+ IMP SUB clauses. Both
groups also showed a high use of present subjunctive in aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB clauses.
Since the control group presented a 25% of non-target responses in aun a riesgo de que + IMP
SUB clauses, Table 9 includes non-target responses for the controls in this condition. In the control
group, most of the cases of non-target responses were uses of present subjunctive instead of
imperfect subjunctive.
To summarize, in the production of target subjunctive in concessive clauses both the HSs
and the L2 learners behaved significantly different from the control group across all conditions.
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L2 learners behaved significantly different from the HS in aunque + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo
de que + PRES SUB clauses, but not in aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB clauses. No significant
differences were found between variable aunque + PRES SUB and obligatory aun a riesgo de que
+ PRES SUB clauses. For the control group, the selection of imperfect subjunctive in aun a riesgo
de que clauses was significantly more difficult than the selection of present subjunctive. An
individual analysis confirmed these results. Looking at the non-target responses, the two
experimental groups mainly exhibited cases of non-target mood, but they also produced more cases
of non-target morphology in comparison to temporal clauses. The HSs and the L2 learners
overextended present indicative in aunque + PRES SUB and in aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB
clauses, whereas in aun a riesgo de que+ IMP SUB clauses they overextended imperfect indicative
and present subjunctive. Finally, the controls overextended present subjunctive in aun a riesgo de
que + IMP SUB clauses.
4.4.2 Acceptability judgment task
4.4.2.1. Grammatical sentences
In this subsection I present the results of the grammatical sentences in the acceptability judgment
task. Overall, the L2 and the HS groups behaved significantly differently from the control group
and the two experimental groups differed from each other regardless of proficiency. A first
repeated measures ANOVA comparing the three groups (controls, L2 learners and HSs) and using
group, condition and the interaction group-condition as independent factors showed a significant
main effect per group (F (2, 57) = 26.00, p<.0001). Condition and the interaction group-condition
were not found to be significant. The control group showed significant differences from the HS
group (t (57) = 2.45, p=0.0448) and the L2 group (t (57) = 7.10, p<.0001), and the two experimental
groups differed significantly between each other (t (57) = 4.65, p<.0001). A second repeated
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measures ANOVA comparing the two experimental groups (L2 learners and HSs) and using group,
condition, the interaction group-condition and proficiency as independent factors showed a
significant main effect per group (F (1, 37) = 15.35, p= 0.0004). Condition, proficiency and the
interaction group-condition were not found to be significant. The L2 group and the HS group
differed significantly one from the other (t (37) = 3.92, p= 0.0004).
4.4.2.1.1 Temporal clauses
In this subsection, I discuss the results of the grammatical temporal sentences in the acceptability
judgment task. Overall, the two experimental groups were outperformed by the control group. The
L2 group differed significantly from the control group across all conditions, whereas the HS group
did so in three conditions. The HSs outperformed the L2 learners across all conditions, and the two
groups behaved significantly differently in two conditions. Differences between obligatory and
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variable selection were not statistically significant. Results are shown below in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. AJT: Mean value in grammatical temporal clauses across conditions by group
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With regards to differences between the two experimental groups and the control group,
the L2 learners and the HSs were outperformed by the control group across all conditions. The L2
learners differed significantly from the control group in all conditions, including indicative and
subjunctive mood selection: cuando + PRET IND (p=0.0118), cuando + PRES SUB, antes de que
+ PRES SUB (p<.0001) and antes de que + IMP SUB (p<.0001). The HSs, on the other hand,
only showed significant differences from the control group in the selection of the subjunctive
mood: cuando + PRES SUB (p<.0001), antes de que + PRES SUB (p<.0001) and antes de que +
IMP SUB (p<.0001). When comparing the two experimental groups, the L2 leaners were
outperformed by the HSs across all conditions. However, the differences between the two
experimental groups were only significant in two conditions: cuando + PRES SUB (p=0.0033)
and antes de que + IMP SUB (p=0.0335).
Looking at obligatory and variable selection, no significant differences were found
between variable cuando + PRES SUB clauses and obligatory antes de que + PRES SUB. Overall,
differences between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant (p=1.0000).
No significant differences between obligatory and variable selection were found within the control
group (p=1.0000), the HS group (p=0.9711) and the L2 group (p=1.0000). When comparing the
selection of present subjunctive with the selection of imperfect subjunctive, no significant
differences were found between antes de que + PRES SUB and antes de que + IMP SUB clauses.
This applies for the control group (p=1.0000), the HS group (p=1.0000) and the L2 group
(p=0.3421).
Individual results confirmed the differences between groups. Most of the L2 learners were
unsure across all conditions, whereas the majority of the HSs and the controls accepted
grammatical temporal clauses. This is illustrated in Table 8.
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Table 8. AJT: Distribution of participants in grammatical temporal clauses

Group
L2
(n=20)
HS
(n=20)
C
(n=20)

Range
Accept

Judgment
4–5

Unsure
Reject
Accept
Unsure
Reject
Accept
Unsure
Reject

2.1 – 3.9
1–2
4–5
2.1 – 3.9
1–2
4–5
2.1 – 3.9
1–2

cuando +
preterite
indicative
%participants
30% (6/20)

cuando +
present
subjunctive
%participants
35% (7/20)

ADQ +
present
subjunctive
%participants
45% (9/20)

ADQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
%participants
35% (7/20)

70% (14/20)

55% (11/20)

95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)

60% (12/20)
5% (1/20)
90% (18/20)
10% (2/20)

65% (13/20)
35% (7/20)

50% (10/20)
15% (3/20)
75% (15/20)
25% (5/20)

90% (18/20)
10% (2/20)

95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)

100% (20/20)

100% (20/20)

To summarize, the L2 learners were outperformed by the HSs and the two experimental
groups were outperformed by the control group. The L2 learners differed significantly from the
controls across all conditions. The HSs, on the other hand, differed from the control group in
subjunctive conditions. Therefore, the two experimental groups exhibited difficulties with target
mood selection. Regarding the experimental groups, the HSs outperformed the L2 learners with
cuando + PRES SUB and with antes de que + IMP SUB clauses. No significant differences were
found neither between obligatory and variable selection, nor between imperfect subjunctive and
present subjunctive.
4.4.2.1.2 Grammatical concessive sentences
In this subsection, I discuss the results of the grammatical concessive sentences in the acceptability
judgment task. Overall, the two experimental groups were outperformed by the control group. The
L2 group differed from the control group across all conditions, whereas the HS group differed
from the control group in four conditions. The HSs outperformed the L2 learners across all
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conditions, and they differed significantly in conditions. Differences between obligatory and
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variable selection were not statistically significant. Results are shown below in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. AJT: Mean value in grammatical concessive sentences across conditions by group
Looking at the differences between the two experimental groups and the control group, the
L2 learners were outperformed by the control group across all conditions. The HSs were also
outperformed by the control group in all conditions except for aunque + PRET IND clauses. The
L2 learners differed significantly from the control group in all conditions, including indicative and
subjunctive mood selection: aunque + PRET IND (p=0.0110), aunque + PRES SUB (p<.0001),
aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB (p<.0001) and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB (p<.0001). The
HSs, on the other hand, only differed significantly from the control group in the selection of the
subjunctive mood: aunque + PRES SUB (p<.0001), aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB (p<.0001)
and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB (p=0.0009). The controls were outperformed by the HSs in
aunque + PRET IND clauses, but these differences were not significant. When comparing the two
experimental groups, the L2 leaners were outperformed by the HSs across all conditions. The
differences between the two experimental groups were significant in three conditions: aunque +
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PRET IND (p=0.0121), aunque + PRES SUB (p=0.0026) and aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB
(p=0.0247).
When it comes to obligatory and variable selection, no significant differences were found
between variable cuando + PRES SUB clauses and obligatory antes de que + PRES SUB. Overall,
differences between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant (p=1.0000).
No significant differences between obligatory and variable selection within the control group
(p=1.0000), the HS group (p=0.9993) and the L2 group (p=1.0000). Comparing present
subjunctive with imperfect subjunctive, no significant differences were found between aun a
riesgo de que + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB clauses. This applies for the
control group (p=1.0000), the HS group (p=1.0000) and the L2 group (p=1.0000).
Individual results (see Table 9) confirmed the differences between groups. Half of the L2
learners accepted grammatical concessive clauses, whereas the other half did not. Most of the HSs
and the controls, on the other hand, accepted grammatical concessive clauses.
Table 9AJT: Distribution of participants in grammatical concessive clauses

Group
L2
(n=20)
HS
(n=20)
C
(n=20)

Range
Accept

Judgment
4–5

Unsure
Reject
Accept
Unsure
Reject
Accept
Unsure
Reject

2.1 – 3.9
1–2
4–5
2.1 – 3.9
1–2
4–5
2.1 – 3.9
1–2

aunque +
preterite
indicative
%participants
50% (10/20)

aunque +
present
subjunctive
%participants
45% (9/20)

AARDQ +
present
subjunctive
%participants
50% (10/20)

AARDQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
%participants
45% (9/20)

50% (10/20)

55% (11/20)

50% (10/20)

55% (11/20)

100% (20/20)

80% (16/20)
20% (4/20)

75% (15/20)
25% (5/20)

80% (16/20)
20% (4/20)

95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)

100% (20/20)

95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)

90% (18/20)
10% (2/20)

In summary, overall the experimental groups were outperformed by the control group and
the L2 learners were outperformed by the HSs. The L2 learners differed significantly from the
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controls across all conditions. The HSs, on the other hand, were statistically different from the
controls in aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB clauses. The
two experimental groups exhibited difficulties with target mood selection. The L2 learners were
outperformed by the HSs across all conditions, and they differed significantly with aunque + PRET
IND, aunque + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses. No significant
differences were found neither between obligatory and variable selection, nor between imperfect
subjunctive and present subjunctive.
4.4.2.2. Ungrammatical sentences
In this subsection I present the results of the acceptability judgment task for the ungrammatical
sentences. Overall, the L2 group and the HS group differed significantly from the control group.
The two experimental groups did not differ significantly from each other. A first repeated measures
ANOVA comparing the three groups (controls, L2 learners and HSs) and using group, condition
and the interaction group-condition as independent factors showed a significant main effect per
group (F (2, 57) = 13.07, p<.0001), per condition (F (7, 399) = 7.24, p<.0001) and in the
interaction group-condition (F (14, 399) = 9.45, p<.0001). The control group differed significantly
from the HS group (t (57) = -3.14, p=0.0073) and the L2 group (t (57) = -5.06, p<.0001), but the
two experimental groups did not differ significantly one from the other. A second repeated
measures ANOVA comparing the two experimental groups (L2 learners and HSs) and using group,
condition, the interaction group-condition and proficiency as independent factors showed a
significant main effect per condition (F (7, 266) = 9.85, p<.0001), per proficiency (F (7, 266) =
2.44, p=0.00196) and in the interaction group-condition (F (1, 37) = 4.67, p= 0.0373. Group was
not found to be significant. The L2 group and the HS group did not differ significantly from each
other (t (37) = -1.15, p= 0.2581).
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4.4.2.2.1 Ungrammatical temporal sentences
In this subsection, I discuss the results of the of the ungrammatical temporal sentences in the
acceptability judgment task. Overall, the two experimental groups were outperformed by the
control group. The L2 group differed from the control group across all conditions, whereas the HS
group differed from the control group in three conditions. The two experimental groups exhibited
difficulties with target mood selection (confirming H1a). The HSs and the L2 learners behaved
similarly. Only in one condition, cuando + PRET IND clauses, the L2 were outperformed by the
HSs. Differences between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant.
Results are shown below in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. AJT: Mean value in ungrammatical temporal clauses across conditions by group
With regards to differences between the two experimental groups and the control group,
the L2 learners were outperformed by the control group across all conditions. The HSs were also
outperformed by the control group in all conditions except for cuando + PRET IND clauses. The
L2 learners differed significantly from the control group in all conditions, including indicative and
subjunctive mood selection: cuando + PRET IND (p=0.0100), cuando + PRES SUB (p=0.0029),
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antes de que + PRES SUB (p<.0001) and antes de que + IMP SUB (p<.0001). The HSs, on the
other hand, only differed significantly from the control group in the selection of the subjunctive
mood: cuando + PRES SUB (p=0.0058), antes de que + PRES SUB (p=0.0008) and antes de que
+ IMP SUB (p<.0001). The HSs outperformed the control group with cuando + PRET IND
clauses, but these differences were not significant. When comparing the two experimental groups,
the L2 learners and the HSs behaved similarly across all subjunctive conditions. They only differed
in the selection of the indicative mood with cuando + PRET IND clauses (p=0.0029).
When it comes to obligatory and variable selection, no significant differences were found
between variable cuando + PRES SUB clauses and obligatory antes de que + PRES SUB. Overall,
differences between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant (p=0.5833).
No significant differences between obligatory and variable selection within the control group
(p=0.3688), the HS group (p=0.2822) and the L2 group (p=0.9999). As for the selection of present
subjunctive with the selection of imperfect subjunctive, significant differences were found
between antes de que + PRES SUB and antes de que + IMP SUB clauses within the HS group
(p=0.0062). No significant differences were found within the L2 group (p=0.9949) and the control
group (p=0.7467).
An individual analysis was conducted to confirm the differences found between groups.
Results showed that most of the controls rejected ungrammatical temporal clauses. The majority
of the HSs also rejected ungrammatical temporal clauses. However, in comparison to the controls,
some HSs accepted ungrammatical temporal clauses with cuando + PRES SUB (25%), antes de
que + PRES SUB (10%) and antes de que + IMP SUB (50%). Some L2 learners also accepted
ungrammatical temporal clauses and most of them were unsure across all conditions. This is
illustrated in Table 10 below.
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Table 10. AJT: Distribution of participants in ungrammatical temporal clauses

Group
L2
(n=20)
HS
(n=20)
C
(n=20)

Range
Reject

Judgment
1–2

Unsure
Accept
Reject
Unsure
Accept
Reject
Unsure
Accept

2.1 – 3.9
4–5
1–2
2.1 – 3.9
4–5
1–2
2.1 – 3.9
4–5

cuando +
preterite
indicative
%participants
35% (7/20)

cuando +
present
subjunctive
%participants
20% (4/20)

ADQ +
present
subjunctive
%participants
20% (4/20)

ADQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
%participants
30% (6/20)

50% (10/20)
15% (3/20)
90% (18/20)
5% (1/20)
5% (1/20)
70% (14/20)
30% (6/20)

55% (11/20)
25% (5/20)
50% (10/20)
25% (5/20)
25% (5/20)
60% (12/20)
40% (8/20)

70% (14/20)
10% (2/20)
65% (13/20)
25% (5/20)
10% (2/20)
90% (18/20)
10% (2/20)

40% (8/20)
30% (6/20)
30% (6/20)
20% (4/20)
50% (10/20)
80% (16/20)
20% (4/20)

To summarize, the L2 learners were outperformed by the controls across all conditions,
and the HSs differed significantly from the controls in subjunctive conditions. The two
experimental groups exhibited difficulties with target mood selection. The L2 learners and the HSs
behaved similarly. No significant differences were found between obligatory and variable
selection. The two experimental groups exhibited difficulties with target mood selection. Within
the HS group, antes de que + IMP SUB clauses were significantly easier than antes de que + PRES
SUB clauses.
4.4.2.2.2 Ungrammatical concessive sentences
In this subsection, I discuss the results of the ungrammatical concessive sentences in the
acceptability judgment task. Overall, the two experimental groups were outperformed by the
control group. The L2 group differed from the control group across all conditions, whereas the HS
group differed from the control group in three conditions. The HSs and the L2 learners behaved
similarly across all conditions. Differences between obligatory and variable selection were not
statistically significant. Results are shown below in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. AJT: Mean value in ungrammatical concessive clauses across conditions by group

Regarding differences between the two experimental groups and the control group, the L2
learners were outperformed by the control group across all conditions except for aunque + PRET
IND clauses. The HSs were also outperformed by the control group in all conditions except for
aunque + PRET IND clauses. The L2 learners differed significantly from the control group in all
conditions, including indicative and subjunctive mood selection: aunque + PRET IND (p=0.0272),
aunque + PRES SUB (p=0.0002), aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB (p<.0001) and aun a riesgo
de que + IMP SUB (p=0.0130). The HSs, differed significantly from the control group in the
selection of the indicative and the subjunctive mood: aunque + PRET IND (p<.0001), aunque +
PRES SUB (p=0.0168) and aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB (p<.0001). Interestingly, the
controls were outperformed by L2 learners and HSs with ungrammatical aunque + PRET IND
clauses. When comparing the two experimental groups, the L2 leaners and the HSs behaved
similarly across all conditions. They only differed significantly in the selection of the indicative
mood in cuando + PRET IND clauses (p=0.0029).
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With regards to obligatory and variable selection, no significant differences were found
between variable cuando + PRES SUB clauses and obligatory antes de que + PRES SUB. Overall,
differences between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant (p=0.8544).
No significant differences between obligatory and variable selection within the control group
(p=0.7146), the HS group (p=1.0000) and the L2 group (p=0.9856). When comparing present
subjunctive with imperfect subjunctive, no significant differences were found between aun a
riesgo de que + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB clauses. This applies for the
control group (p=0.9341), the HS group (p=0.8212) and the L2 group (p=0.9926).
An individual analysis (see Table 11) confirmed the differences between groups. Results
showed that most of the controls rejected ungrammatical concessive clauses, except for aunque +
PRET IND clauses. In this condition, half of the controls were unsure. The majority of the HSs
(85%) rejected ungrammatical aunque + PRET IND clauses.
Table 11. AJT: Distribution of participants in ungrammatical concessive clauses

Group
L2
(n=20)
HS
(n=20)
C
(n=20)

Range
Reject

Judgment
1–2

aunque +
preterite
indicative
%participants
40% (8/20)

Unsure
Accept
Reject
Unsure
Accept
Reject
Unsure
Accept

2.1 – 3.9
4–5
1–2
2.1 – 3.9
4–5
1–2
2.1 – 3.9
4–5

50% (10/20)
10% (2/20)
85% (17/20)
10% (2/20)
5% (1/20)
20% (4/20)
50% (10/20)
30% (6/20)

aunque +
present
subjunctive
%participants
15% (3/20)

AARDQ +
present
subjunctive
%participants
30% (6/20)

AARDQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
%participants
35% (7/20)

70% (14/20)
15% (3/20)
50% (10/20)
40% (8/20)
10% (2/20)
85% (17/20)
15% (3/20)

60% (12/20)
10% (2/20)
50% (10/20)
35% (7/20)
15% (3/20)
95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)

55% (11/20)
10% (2/20)
50% (10/20)
45% (9/20)
5% (1/20)
90% (18/20)
10% (2/20)

With the rest of conditions, half of the HSs were unsure, and the other half rejected them.
Regarding the L2 learners, the number of unsure participants was higher across all conditions.
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In summary, the two experimental groups behaved similarly and were outperformed by the
control group except with aunque + PRET IND clauses. The L2 learners behaved significantly
different from the controls across all conditions, whereas the HSs differed from the controls in
aunque + PRET IND, aunque + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses. With
ungrammatical cuando + PRET IND clauses, controls were on average unsure. In other words, the
controls accepted sentences such as Juan no comió nada en su cumpleaños, aunque Laura
preparara (IMP SUB) mucha comida ‘Juan did not eat anything for his birthday, although Laura
prepared a lot of food’. The two experimental groups exhibited difficulties with target mood
selection. No significant differences were found neither between obligatory and variable selection,
nor between imperfect subjunctive and present subjunctive.
4.4.3 Forced preference task
In this subsection I present the results of the forced preference task. Overall, the L2 group and the
HS group were significantly different from the control group. The two experimental groups did
not differ significantly from each other. A first repeated measures ANOVA comparing the three
groups (controls, L2 learners and HSs) and using group, condition and the interaction groupcondition as independent factors showed a significant main effect per group (F (2, 57) = 21.93,
p<.0001), per condition (F (7, 398) = 6.02, p<.0001) and in the interaction group-condition (F
(14, 398) = 3.22, p<.0001). The control group behaved significantly differently from the HS group
(t (57) = 4.57, p<.0001) and the L2 group (t (57) = 6.43, p<.0001), but the two experimental groups
did not differ significantly between each other (t (57) = 1.86, p=0.1606). A second repeated
measures ANOVA comparing the two experimental groups (L2 learners and HSs) and using group,
condition, the interaction group-condition and proficiency as independent factors showed a
significant main effect per condition (F (7, 265) = 7.13, p<.0001). No effect was found per
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proficiency, per group and in the interaction group-condition. The L2 group and the HS group did
not differ significantly one from the other (t (37) = 1.14, p= 0.2628).
4.4.3.1 Temporal clauses
In this subsection, I discuss the results of the forced preference task for the temporal sentences.
Overall, the two experimental groups were outperformed by the control group. The L2 group
differed from the control group across all conditions, whereas the HS group differed from the
control group in three conditions. The HSs and the L2 learners behaved similarly. Only in one
condition, cuando + PRET IND clauses, the L2 were outperformed by the HSs. Differences
between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant. Results are shown
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Figure 7. FPT: Mean proportion of target indicative and subjunctive in temporal clauses across
conditions by group
Regarding differences between the two experimental groups and the control group, the L2
learners were outperformed by the control group across all conditions and the in three conditions.
The L2 learners differed significantly from the control group in all conditions, including indicative
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and subjunctive mood selection: cuando + PRET IND (p=0.0001), cuando + PRES SUB
(p=0.0006), antes de que + PRES SUB (p=0.0060) and antes de que + IMP SUB (p<.0001). The
HSs behaved significantly different from the control group in the selection of the subjunctive mood
with cuando + PRES SUB (p=0.0065), antes de que + PRES SUB (p=0.0003) and antes de que +
PRES SUB (p<.0001). When comparing the two experimental groups, the L2 learners and the HSs
behaved similarly across all conditions. They only were significantly different in the selection of
the indicative mood in cuando + PRET IND clauses (p=0.0072).
When it comes to to obligatory and variable selection, no significant differences were
found between variable cuando + PRES SUB clauses and obligatory antes de que + PRES SUB.
Overall, differences between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant
(p=1.000). No significant differences between obligatory and variable selection within the control
group (p=1.000), the HS group (p=1.0000) and the L2 group (p=1.0000). When comparing the
selection of imperfect subjunctive with the selection of present subjunctive, no significant
differences were found between antes de que + PRES SUB and antes de que + IMP SUB clauses.
This applies for the control group (p=1.000), the HS group (p=0.1446) and the L2 group
(p=0.2425).
An individual analysis confirmed these differences. Results showed that all the controls
preferred the grammatical temporal sentences over the ungrammatical temporal sentences. The
HSs and the L2 learners were mostly in the high range with cuando + PRET IND, cuando + PRES
SUB and antes de que + PRES SUB clauses. Half of the HSs and half of the L2 learners were in
the low range antes de que + IMP SUB clauses. This is represented in Table 12.
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Table 12. FPT: Distribution of participants in temporal clauses

Group
L2
(n=20)
HS
(n=20)
C
(n=20)

Range
High

#items
3-4

Mid
Low
High
Mid
Low
High
Mid
Low

2
0-1
3-4
2
0-1
3-4
2
0-1

cuando +
preterite
indicative
%participants
65% (13/20)

cuando +
present
subjunctive
%participants
65% (13/20)

ADQ +
present
subjunctive
%participants
65% (13/20)

ADQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
%participants
40% (8/20)

10% (2/20)
25% (5/20)
95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)

10% (2/20)
25% (5/20)
70% (14/20)
25% (5/20)
5% (1/20)
100% (20/20)

25% (5/20)
10% (2/20)
80% (16/20)
15% (3/20)
5% (1/20)
100% (20/20)

5% (1/20)
55% (11/20)
50% (10/20)
10% (2/20)
40% (8/20)
100% (20/20)

100% (20/20)

In summary, the two experimental groups behaved similarly and were outperformed by the
controls. The L2 learners differed significantly from the control group in all conditions, including
indicative and subjunctive mood selection. The HSs showed significant differences from the
control group in subjunctive conditions. The two experimental groups exhibited difficulties with
target mood selection. No significant differences were found neither between obligatory and
variable selection, nor between imperfect subjunctive and present subjunctive.
4.4.3.2 Concessive clauses
In this subsection, I discuss the results of the forced preference task for the concessive sentences.
As with the temporal clauses, the two experimental groups were outperformed by the control
group. The L2 group and the HS group differed from the control group in two conditions: aunque
+ PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB. The HSs and the L2 behaved similarly.
Differences between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant. Results are
shown below in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. FPT: Mean proportion of target indicative and subjunctive in concessive clauses across
conditions by group
Looking at differences between the two experimental groups and the control group, the L2
learners and the HSs were outperformed by the control group across all conditions. The L2 learners
and the HSs behaved significantly differently from the control group in two conditions: aunque +
PRES SUB (p=0.0006 and p=0.0065 respectively) and aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses
(p=0.0060 and p=0.0003 respectively). When comparing the two experimental groups, the L2
leaners and the HSs behaved similarly across all conditions.
With regards to obligatory and variable selection, no significant differences were found
between variable aunque + PRES SUB clauses and obligatory aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB.
Overall, differences between obligatory and variable selection were not statistically significant
(p=1.000). No significant differences between obligatory and variable selection within the control
group (p=1.000), the HS group (p=1.0000) and the L2 group (p=0.7708). Regarding the selection
of imperfect subjunctive with the selection of present subjunctive, no significant differences were
found between aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB clauses.
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This applies for the control group (p=1.000), the HS group (p=0.6939) and the L2 group
(p=1.000).
An individual analysis confirmed the differences found between groups. Results showed
that all the controls preferred the grammatical concessive sentences over the ungrammatical
concessive sentences. The HSs and the L2 learners were mostly in the high range across all
conditions. Contrary to the controls, some of the HSs and the L2 learners were also in the mid and
low ranges. This is represented in Table 13.
Table 13. FPT: Distribution of participants in concessive clauses

Group
L2
(n=20)
HS
(n=20)
C
(n=20)

Range
High

#items
3-4

Mid
Low
High
Mid
Low
High
Mid
Low

2
0-1
3-4
2
0-1
3-4
2
0-1

aunque +
preterite
indicative
%participants
80% (16/20)

aunque +
present
subjunctive
%participants
60% (12/20)

AARDQ +
present
subjunctive
%participants
80% (16/20)

AARDQ +
imperfect
subjunctive
%participants
90% (18/20)

15% (3/20)
5% (1/20)
90% (18/20)
5% (1/20)
5% (1/20)
95% (19/20)

20% (4/20)
20% (4/20)
70% (14/20)
10% (2/20)
20% (4/20)
100% (20/20)

10% (2/20)
10% (2/20)
70% (14/20)
15% (3/20)
15% (3/20)
100% (20/20)

5% (1/20)
5% (1/20)
95% (19/20)
5% (1/20)
100% (20/20)

5% (1/20)

To summarize, L2 learners and the HSs behaved similarly and were outperformed by the
control group. The L2 learners and the HSs were significantly different to the control group in two
conditions: aunque + PRES SUB and aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses. The two
experimental groups exhibited difficulties with target mood selection. No significant differences
were found neither between obligatory and variable selection, nor between imperfect subjunctive
and present subjunctive.
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4.4.4 Summary of the results
In this section I’ll present a summary of the results of the sentence completion task, the
acceptability judgment task and the forced preference task that are relevant to the hypotheses posed
in Chapter 3. With regards to the independent factors included in the statistical analyses comparing
the control group with the experimental groups, Table 14 presents the p-value of the independent
factors included in the first repeated measures ANOVA conducted with the participants’ arcsine
transformed scores as the within subject factor (dependent factor) and group, condition and the
interaction group-condition as the between subject factors (independent factors). In this first
analysis, the factor group had three levels (control group, L2 group and HS group). Proficiency
was not included as an independent factor because the controls did not complete a proficiency test.
Table 14. Significance of the independent factors included in the statistical analyses comparing
the control group with the experimental groups across tasks
SCT
Group
Condition
Group-condition

yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)

AJT
grammatical
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.2377)
no
(p=0.1070)

AJT
ungrammatical
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)

FPT
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)

The independent factor condition was significant across tasks. Condition and the
interaction group-condition were significant in all tasks except for the grammatical sentences of
the acceptability judgment task. Overall, results show that there is a statistical difference between
groups and between condition, and that groups present behaved significantly differently in certain
conditions. In the grammatical sentences of the acceptability judgment task, the groups showed
significant differences across most of the conditions.
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When it comes to differences between the HS group and the control group, Table 15
illustrates the conditions in which the HSs were significantly outperformed by the controls across
tasks. In the cases where the difference between the HSs and the controls was significant, the pvalue is provided.
Table 15. Conditions in which the controls significantly outperformed the HSs across tasks
SCT
Overall
cuando
+ PRET IND
cuando
+ PRES SUB
antes de que
+ PRES SUB
antes de que
+ IMP SUB
aunque
+ PRET IND
aunque
+ PRES SUB
aun a riesgo de que
+ PRES SUB
aun a riesgo de que
+ IMP SUB

yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.9668)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.8737)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0009)

AJT
grammatical
yes
(p=0.0448)
no
(p=0.8993)
no
(p=0.6402)
yes
(p=0.0059)
yes
(p=0.0120)
no
(p=0.9930)
yes
(p=0.0485)
no
(p=0.4312)
no
(p=0.6756)

AJT
ungrammatical
yes
(p=0.0073)
no
(p=0.7184)
yes
(p=0.0058)
yes
(p=0.0008)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0168)
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.1181)

FPT
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.8078)
yes
(p=0.0065)
yes
(p=0.0003)
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.9892)
yes
(p=0.0062)
yes
(p=0.0019)
no
(p=0.3496)

Overall, the differences between the HS group and the control group were significant
across all tasks. Specifically, they differed significantly in 6/6 subjunctive conditions in the
sentence completion task, in 3/6 subjunctive conditions in the acceptability of grammatical
sentences, in 5/6 subjunctive conditions in the acceptability of ungrammatical sentences and in 5/6
conditions in the forced preference task.
Looking at the differences between the L2 group and the control group, Table 16 presents
the conditions in which the L2 learners were outperformed by the controls across tasks.
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Table 16. Conditions in which the controls significantly outperformed the L2 learners across
tasks
SCT
Overall
cuando
+ PRET IND
cuando
+ PRES SUB
antes de que
+ PRES SUB
antes de que
+ IMP SUB
aunque
+ PRET IND
aunque
+ PRES SUB
aun a riesgo de que
+ PRES SUB
aun a riesgo de que
+ IMP SUB

yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0118)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0110)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)

AJT
Grammatical
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0003)
yes
(p=0.0120)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0008)
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.4312)
yes
(p=0.0019)

AJT
Ungrammatical
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0100)
yes
(p=0.0029)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0002)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0130)

FPT
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0006)
yes
(p=0.0060)
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.3634)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0258)
no
(p=0.0738)

Overall, the differences between the L2 group and the control group were significant across
all tasks. Specifically, they differed significantly in 6/6 subjunctive conditions in the sentence
completion task, in 5/6 subjunctive conditions in the acceptability of grammatical sentences, in 5/6
subjunctive conditions in the acceptability of ungrammatical sentences and in 4/6 conditions in the
forced preference task.
As for the statistical analyses comparing the HS group with the L2 group, Table 17 presents
the p-value of the independent factors included in the second repeated measures ANOVA
conducted with the participants’ arcsine transformed scores as the within subject factor (dependent
factor) and group, condition, the interaction group-condition and proficiency as the between
subject factors (independent factors). In this first analysis, the factor group had two levels (L2
group and HS group).
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Table 17. Significance of the independent factors included in the statistical analyses comparing
the HS group with the L2 group across tasks
SCT
Group
Condition
Group-condition
Proficiency

yes
(p=0.0015)
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.1070)
yes
(p=0.0038)

AJT
grammatical
yes
(p=0.0004)
no
(p=0.0990)
no
(p=0.3262)
no
(p=0.0559)

AJT
ungrammatical
no
(p=0.2581)
yes
(p<.0001)
yes
(p=0.0196)
yes
(p=0.0373)

FPT
no
(p=0.2628)
yes
(p<.0001)
no
(p=0.2458)
no
(p=0.2127)

The independent factor group was statistically significant in the sentence completion task
and in the grammatical sentences of the acceptability judgment task. The two experimental groups
did not behave significantly different neither in the ungrammatical sentences of the acceptability
judgment task, nor in the forced preference task. In the ungrammatical sentences of the
acceptability judgment task, the two experimental groups behaved significantly differently in
certain conditions and proficiency had a significant effect. In the forced preference task, certain
conditions differed significantly one from the other, but no significant main effect per group or
proficiency was found.
With regards to the differences between the two experimental groups, Table 18 presents
the conditions in which the L2 learners were outperformed by the HSs across tasks.
Table 18. Conditions in which the HSs significantly outperformed the L2 learners across tasks
SCT
Overall
cuando
+ PRET IND
cuando
+ PRES SUB
antes de que
+ PRES SUB

yes
(p=0.0015)
no
(p=0.0671)
yes
(p=0.0015)
no
(p=0.3371)

AJT
grammatical
yes
(p=0.0004)
yes
(p=0.0011)
yes
(p=0.0049)
no
(p=0.6441)

AJT
ungrammatical
no
(p=0.2581)
yes
(p=0.0029)
no
(p=0.9748)
no
(p=0.1542)

FPT
no
(p=0.09991)
yes
(p=0.0072)
no
(p=0.7225)
no
(p=0.6056)
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antes de que
+ IMP SUB
aunque
+ PRET IND
aunque
+ PRES SUB
aun a riesgo de que
+ PRES SUB
aun a riesgo de que
+ IMP SUB

yes
(p=0.0335)
yes
(p=0.0121)
yes
(p=0.0026)
yes
(p=0.0247)
no
(p=0.1986)

Table 18 continued
yes
(p=0.0102)
yes
(p=0.0022)
no
(p=0.0948)
no
(p=0.1416)
yes
(p=0.0433)

no
(p=0.6918)
no
(p=0.0534)
no
(p=0.4250)
no
(p=0.9638)
no
(p=0.6649)

no
(p=0.7582)
no
(p=0.3020)
no
(p=0.4630)
no
(p=0.3794)
no
(p=0.6421)

Overall, the differences between the L2 group and the HS group were significant in the
sentence completion task and in the grammatical sentences of the acceptability judgment task.
Specifically, they differed significantly in 4/6 subjunctive conditions in the sentence completion
task and in 3/6 subjunctive conditions in the acceptability of grammatical sentences.
As for the type of non-target responses, Table 19 illustrates which tasks showed cases of
non-target mood and non-target tense:
Table 19. Types of non-target responses per groups across tasks
SCT

Non-target mood

HS
yes

L2
yes

Non-target tense

yes

yes

AJT
Grammatical
HS
L2
yes
yes

AJT
Ungrammatical
HS
L2
yes
yes

FPT
HS
yes

L2
yes

The two experimental groups presented cases of non-target mood and non-target tense.
Given the design of the acceptability judgment task and the forced preference task (see Sections
4.3.4 and 4.3.5), all the cases of non-target responses in these two tasks are examples of non-target
mood. The sentence completion task presented cases of non-target mood and non-target tense. In
the temporal clauses, the L2 learners and the HSs overextended present indicative in cuando +
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PRES SUB and antes de que + PRES SUB clauses, and preterit indicative in antes de que + IMP
SUB clauses. The L2 learners also produced some cases of non-target tense in antes de que +
PRES SUB clauses. In the concessive clauses the HSs and the L2 learners overextended present
indicative in aunque + PRES SUB and in aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses, whereas in
aun a riesgo de que+ IMP SUB clauses they overextended imperfect indicative and present
subjunctive. For a more detailed analysis of the cases of non-target reponses in the sentence
completion task see Table 5 and Table 7.
Regarding differences between imperfect subjunctive and present subjunctive, Table 20
presents the differences between imperfect subjunctive and present subjunctive in antes de que
clauses, whereas Table 21 presents the data for aun a riesgo de que clauses. Overall, the
experimental groups did not show statistical differences between imperfect subjunctive and present
subjunctive except for antes de que ungrammatical sentences within the HS group.
Table 20. Present vs. imperfect subjunctive in temporal clauses per groups across tasks
SCT
Overall
HS
group
L2
group

no
(p=0.1465)
no
(p=0.9411)
no
(p=0.1723)

AJT
grammatical
no
(p=0.8328)
no
(p=1.0000)
no
(p=0.3428)

AJT
ungrammatical
yes
(p=0.0370)
yes
(p=0.0062)
no
(p=0.9949)

FPT
yes
(p=0.0099)
no
(p=0.1446)
no
(p=0.2425)

Table 21. Present vs. imperfect subjunctive in concessive clauses per groups across tasks
SCT
Overall
HS
group
L2
group

no
(p=0.9411)
no
(p=0.1723)
no
(p=0.1465)

AJT
grammatical
no
(p=1.0000)
no
(p=1.0000)
no
(p=1.0000)

AJT
ungrammatical
no
(p=0.7423)
no
(p=0.8212)
no
(p=0.9926)

FPT
no
(p=0.6939)
no
(p=1.0000)
no
(p=0.8982)
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Regarding the type of subjunctive selection, Table 22 and Table 23 show the differences
between obligatory and variable selection in temporal and concessive clauses. Table 22 presents
the differences between obligatory selection in antes de que + PRES SUB clauses and variable
selection in cuando + PRES SUB clauses. Table 23 illustrates the differences between obligatory
selection in aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses and variable selection in aunque + PRES
SUB clauses. The p-value is provided.
Table 22. Variable vs. obligatory selection in temporal clauses per groups across tasks
SCT
Overall
Control
group
HS
group
L2
group

no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=0.9711)
no
(p=0.8699)

AJT
grammatical
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=0.9964)
no
(p=0.7530)
no
(p=0.9600)

AJT
ungrammatical
no
(p=0.5833)
no
(p=0.3688)
no
(p=0.2822)
no
(p=0.9999)

FPT
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=1.000)

Table 23. Variable vs. obligatory selection in concessive clauses per groups across tasks
SCT
Overall
Control
group
HS
group
L2
group

no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=0.9993)
no
(p=1.000)

AJT
grammatical
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=0.9899)
no
(p=0.9999)
no
(p=0.9962)

AJT
ungrammatical
no
(p=0.8544)
no
(p=0.7146)
no
(p=1.0000)
no
(p=0.9856)

FPT
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=1.000)
no
(p=0.7708)

Overall, no significant differences were found between obligatory and variable selection
in temporal and concessive clauses. This also applies for obligatory and variable selection within
the control group, the HS group and the L2 group.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Introduction
The present study examined the production and interpretation of the indicative and the subjunctive
mood selection in temporal and concessive clauses with a sentence completion task, an
acceptability judgment task and a forced preference task. The purpose of this study was (a) to
investigate existing similarities and differences between heritage speakers, L2 learners and native
speakers of Spanish, and in case differences were found between heritage speakers and L2 learners,
(b) to examine if they could be explained in terms of the type of structure (obligatory vs. variable
selection) and age-related effects (early vs. late). Specifically, we posed three research questions:
RQ1: What is the role of age of onset of bilingualism and early exposure in the
acquisition of the subjunctive mood selection?
RQ2: To what extent do heritage speakers and L2 learners acquire subjunctive
mood selection in temporal and concessive clauses?
RQ3: What role does the type of subjunctive selection (variable selection vs.
obligatory selection) play in the acquisition process?
In section 5.2, I discuss the results from this study in relation to the hypotheses posed to
these three research questions in Chapter 3 integrating them to current research on L2 acquisition
and heritage acquisition.
5.2 Discussion of the results
First (H1), it was expected that the controls would outperform the heritage speakers and the L2
learners in the production and interpretation of the subjunctive mood in temporal clauses and
concessive clauses given that heritage speakers often experience less exposure to their L1 than
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monolinguals (e.g., Silva-Corvalán, 2014) and that L2 learners are late bilinguals exposed to
Spanish later in life than monolinguals (e.g., Johnson & Newport, 1989). The H1 had one subhypothesis (H1). The H1, as well as its sub-hypothesis H1a were corroborated:
H1: The heritage speakers and the L2 learners will show significant difficulties in
the production and interpretation of the subjunctive mood in temporal and
concessive clauses compared to monolingual speakers serving as a baseline.
Specifically, it is expected that both experimental groups will show difficulties with
target mood selection and target morphology.
The hypothesis 1 was corroborated. First, the control group significantly outperformed the
HS group across all tasks (see Table 15). The HSs were significantly outperformed by the controls
in the production of the subjunctive mood in 6/6 conditions in the SCT. The HSs were also
significantly outperformed in the interpretation of the subjunctive mood in 3/6 conditions in the
grammatical sentences of the AJT (antes de que + PRES SUB, antes de que + IMP SUB, aunque
+ PRES SUB), in 5/6 conditions in the ungrammatical sentences of the AJT and in the FPT (cuando
+ PRES SUB, antes de que + PRES SUB, antes de que + IMP SUB, aunque + PRES SUB, aun a
riesgo de que + PRES SUB).
Second, the control group significantly outperformed the L2 group across all tasks (see
Table 16). The controls significantly outperformed the L2 learners in the production of the
subjunctive mood in 6/6 concessive and temporal conditions examined in the SCT. The L2 learners
were also outperformed by the control group in the interpretation of the subjunctive mood in
temporal con concessive clauses in the AJT and in the FPT. The L2 learners were significantly
outperformed by the controls in 5/6 conditions in the grammatical sentences of the AJT (cuando
+ PRES SUB, antes de que + PRES SUB, antes de que + IMP SUB, aunque + PRES SUB, aun a
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riesgo de que + IMP SUB), in 6/6 conditions in the ungrammatical sentences of the AJT and in
5/6 conditions of the FPT (cuando + PRES SUB, antes de que + PRES SUB, antes de que + IMP
SUB, aunque + PRES SUB, aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB).
This is consistent with previous research. The literature shows that L2 learners present
great difficulties in the acquisition of the subjunctive system (e.g., Borgonovo, Bruhn de Garavito,
& Prévost, 2008; Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014; SánchezNaranjo, 2009) and the same has been found for adult heritage speakers (e.g., Mikulski, 2010;
Montrul, 2007, 2009; Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011; Potowski, Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009). For
the current study, it was expected that the heritage speakers and the L2 learners would behave
differently from the controls given that heritage speakers often experience less exposure to input
in their L1 Spanish due to a situation of language contact with English and that may affect the
development of their L1 (e.g., Silva-Corvalán, 2014) and that L2 learners have been exposed to
Spanish later in their lives whereas the controls have been exposed early in their lives (e.g.,
Johnson & Newport, 1989).
H1a: Difficulties for the heritage speakers and the L2 learners will include
both morphological and aspectual errors.
The sub-hypotheses 1a was also confirmed. The two experimental groups presented cases
of non-target mood and non-target tense across all tasks (see Table 19). In the SCT, the HSs and
the L2 learners presented cases of non-target mood and non-target tense. In the temporal clauses
(see Table 5), most of the non-target responses were cases of non-target mood, but there were also
cases of non-target tense. The L2 learners and the HSs overextended present indicative in cuando
+ PRES SUB and antes de que + PRES SUB clauses, and preterit indicative in antes de que + IMP
SUB clauses. The L2 learners also produced some cases of non-target tense in antes de que +
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PRES SUB clauses. In the concessive clauses (see Table 7), the two experimental groups exhibited
cases of non-target mood and they also produced more cases of non-target morphology in
comparison to temporal clauses. The HSs and the L2 learners overextended present indicative in
aunque + PRES SUB and in aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses, whereas in aun a riesgo
de que+ IMP SUB clauses they overextended imperfect indicative and present subjunctive. In the
ungrammatical sentences of the AJT and in the FPT, non-target sentences had non-target mood
but presented target tense to make sure that participants were judging ungrammatical mood
selection (see Table 3). Therefore, all cases of non-target responses in the ungrammatical sentences
of the AJT and in the FPT were cases of non-target mood.
These findings are consistent with previous studies showing lack of target knowledge of
aspectual and morphological subjunctive selection in L2 acquisition (e.g., Collentine, 1997;
Borgonovo, Bruhn de Garavito, & Prévost, 2008; Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008;
Massery & Fuentes, 2014; Pereira, 1996; Sánchez-Naranjo, 2009; Stokes, 1988; Terrell, Baycroft
& Terrone, 1987) and heritage language development (e.g., Mikulski, 2010; Montrul, 2007, 2009;
Montrul & Perpiñán, 2011; Potowski, Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009 Silva-Corvalán, 1994;
Perez-Cortes, 2016). The present study extends previous research by examining what type of nontarget responses can be found in temporal and concessive clauses.
Most of the non-target responses where cases of non-target mood. The L2 learners and the
HSs overextended present indicative in clauses introduced by cuando, antes de que, aunque and
aun a riesgo de que where present subjunctive is required. In clauses introduced by antes de que
and aun a riesgo de que where imperfect subjunctive is required, the experimental groups
overtended preterit indicative and imperfect indicative. In these cases of non-target mood, the
participants showed a lack of sensitivity to the [-factual] aspectual properties of the subjunctive
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mood. Cases of non-target tense were also found. In the temporal clauses, the L2 learners
overextended imperfect subjunctive in antes de que clauses where present subjunctive is required.
In the concessive clauses, both the L2 learners and the HSs overextended the present subjunctive
in aun a riesgo de que clauses where present subjunctive is required. In these cases of non-target
tense, the participants were sensitive to the [-factual] aspectual properties of the subjunctive mood,
but they either presented a lack of sensitivity to the sequence of tense between Preterit Indicative
in the main clause and Imperfect Subjunctive in the subordinated clause or they exhibited a
morphological deficit.
Second (H2), it was expected that the heritage speakers would outperform the L2 learners
in the production and interpretation of the subjunctive mood in temporal clauses and concessive
clauses given their earlier exposure to Spanish and the quantity and quality of input received across
all the contexts (e.g., Johnson & Newport, 1989; Montrul, 2008).
H2: The heritage speakers will show an advantage over the L2 learners in the
production and interpretation of the subjunctive mood in temporal and concessive
clauses given their earlier exposure to Spanish and the quantity and quality of input
received.
The hypotheses 2 was partially corroborated. The HS group significantly outperformed the
L2 group in the STC and the grammatical sentences of the AJT, but overall the two experimental
groups did not behave significantly differently in the ungrammatical sentences of the AJT and in
the FPT (see Table 18). The HSs significantly outperformed the L2 learners in 5/6 subjunctive
conditions examined in the SCT (cuando + PRES SUB, antes de que + PRES SUB, antes de que
+ IMP SUB, aunque + PRES SUB, aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB) and in 3/6 subjunctive
conditions examined in the grammatical sentences of the AJT (cuando + PRES SUB, antes de que
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+ IMP SUB, aun a riesgo de que + IMP SUB). The two experimental groups did not show
significant differences in any subjunctive condition analyzed neither in the ungrammatical
sentences of the AJT, nor in the FPT.
These findings are consistent with previous studies (e.g., Mikulski, 2010; Montrul &
Perpiñán, 2011; Potowski, Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009), which show that heritage speakers
outperform L2 learners at low and intermediate levels. The reason why the heritage speakers in
this study outperformed the L2 learners could be related to their early exposure to Spanish (e.g.,
Curtiss, 1989; Lenneberg, 1967; Johnson & Newport, 1989). Some authors propose the age of 15
as the cut-off point for a speaker to be able to acquire native-likeness in morpho-syntax (Johnson
& Newport, 1989). The L2 learners in the present study were first exposed to Spanish after puberty,
whereas the heritage speakers had been exposed to Spanish since birth. Therefore, the differences
found between the HS group and the L2 group could be explained in terms of age effects.
Third (H3), it was expected that variable structures that base their mood alternations on
semantic and pragmatic constrains would not exhibit more difficulties than those obligatory
structures where mood is lexically selected when all the structures belong to the epistemic modality
(as found in Perez-Cortes, 2016 for the deontic modality):
H3: No significant differences will be found between obligatory and variable
selection within the epistemic modality. Specifically: (a) variable selection in
cuando + present subjunctive clauses will not differ significantly from
obligatory selection in antes de que + present subjunctive clauses, and (b)
variable selection in aunque + present subjunctive clauses will not differ
significantly from obligatory selection in aun a riesgo de que + present
subjunctive clauses.
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The hypothesis 3 was corroborated. In the current study, no significant differences were
found between obligatory and variable selection within the epistemic modality. First, variable
selection in cuando + PRES SUB clauses did not differ significantly from obligatory selection in
antes de que + PRES SUB clauses. Second, variable selection in aunque + PRES SUB clauses did
not differ significantly from obligatory selection in aun a riesgo de que + PRES SUB clauses.
Overall, no significant differences were found between obligatory and variable selection. This also
applies for the control group, the HS group and L2 group.
Previous studies (e.g., Iverson, Kempchisky, & Rothman, 2008; Massery & Fuentes, 2014;
Montrul, 2007, 2009) suggested that obligatory subjunctive selection exhibits less optionality in
L2 and heritage grammars due to the interface vulnerability of variable subjunctive selection.
Following the principles of the Interface Hypothesis (e.g., Sorace, 2000; Sorace & Filiaci, 2006),
these authors argued that obligatory structures in which the subjunctive mood is lexically selected
(e.g., adverbial clauses introduced by antes de que or aun a riesgo de que) were easier to acquire
than variable structures with mood alternations based on semantic and pragmatic implications.
According to these authors, variable structures in the syntax-semantics/pragmatics interface were
more prone to optionality, attrition and cross-linguistic influence than obligatory structures.
However, a limitation of these studies is that they have compared obligatory selection in deontic
modal bases with variable selection in epistemic modal bases.
In an attempt to find a solution for this limitation, the current study examined obligatory
and variable structures within the epistemic modality and no significant differences were found
between these two types of selection after controlling for the type of modality (as found in PerezCortes, 2016 for the deontic mode). These results suggest that obligatoriness does not play a role
in the acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive when all structures belong to the epistemic mode and
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highlight the importance of controlling for the type of propositional modality when studying the
acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive. The next step is to analyze obligatory and variable
subjunctive selection in deontic, epistemic and epistemological modal bases to investigate whether
the source of morphological optionality in the heritage and L2 grammars stems from the type of
modality.
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